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This document contains a detailed description of the computer code for the
trajectory processor (#TRAJ) of the HP-9825A High Fidelity Relative Motion
'' .ogram (HFRMP). The #TRAJ processor is a 12-degrees-of-freedom trajectory
integrator (6 degrees of freedom for each of two vehicles) which can be used
to generate digital and graphical data describing the relative motion of the
Soace Shuttle Orbiter and a free-flying cylindrical payload. The description
of the processor includes a listing of the code, coding standards and conven-
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g	 BL buttock line (Y coordinate in structural coordinate system)
CG center of gravity
CPLV curvilinear payload -centered local vertical coordinates
DAP digital autopilot
s
ECI earth-centered inertial (coordinate system)
HFRMP High-Fidelity Relative Motion Computer Program
HPL Hewlett-Packard Language (for the HP-9825A computer)
IMLD "invariant" mean of launch date orbit elements
MLD mean of launch date ECI coordinate system
M50 _	 mean of 1950.0 ECI coordinate system
OM50 osculating mean of 1950.0 orbit elements
PBY payload body-fixed coordinate system
PCON propellant consumption
PL payload
PLV payload-centered local-vertical coordinate system
RCS reaction control system
RIMP rotational impulse (integral of torque with respect to time)
RSBY rectangular Shuttle body-fixed coordinates
RSLV rectangular Shuttle-centered local vertical coordinates
SBY Shuttle body-fixed coordinate system
SLV Shuttle-centered local vertical coordinate system
SRM solid rocket motor
SS Space Shuttle (Orbiter)
STA station (X coordinate in structural coordinate system)





T	 linear acceleration of Shuttle CG
a	 linear acceleration of payload CG
[I],[I]B
	Shuttle inertia tensor, referenced to SBY axes
[I]',[I]p
 Shuttle inertia tensor, referenced to principal axes of inertia
[i],[i]b
	payload inertia tensor, referenced to PBY axes
[i]' Ili] p payload inertia tensor, referenced to principal axes of inertia
i,j,k	 unit vector aligned with X,Y,Z coordinate axes (i.e., vector base)
r,I	 torque vectors
FK	
position vector drawn from point J to point K, resolved onto axes
of system F; i.e., P FK = i PFl +	 PF2 + k PF3
FK	
derivative of FK with respect to time in coordinate system F; i.e.,
0FK/dt = 
PF = i PF1 + ^ PJK + k PJK
qFG	
orientation versor (unit quaternion) defining orientation of coor-
dinate system G with respect to system F
qFG	
conjugate of qFG' qFG = qGF










V	 geocentric inertial velocity of Shuttle CG
Yiii
v	 geocentric inertial velocity of payload CG
[a]	 array of ( 3) Euler angles
SI
K 	Keplerian angular velocity magnitude of Shuttle CG, (R x VI/R2
^K	 do /dt
wK
	Keplerian angular velocity magnitude of payload CG, IF x vl /r2
`"'K	 dwK/dt
GG	
angular velocity vector of system G with respect to system F,








B	 Shuttle body-fixed (SBY) coordinate system
b	 payload body-fixed (PBY) coordinate system
G	 Shuttle-centered local vertical (SLV) coordinate system
9	 payload-centered local vertical (PLV) coordinate system
H	 Shuttle-centered UVW coordinate system
h	 payload-centered UVW coordinate system
I	 mean of launch date (MLD) ECI coordinate system
J	 mean of 1950.0 (M50) ECI coordinate system
P	 principal axes of inertia of Shuttle
p	 principal axes of inertia of payload




A actual CG of Shuttle
a actual CG of payload
B Shuttle body-fixed (SBY) coordinate system
b payload body-fixed (PBY) coordinate system
G Shuttle-centered local vertical
	 (SLV) coordinate system
g payload-centered local vertical (PLV) coordinate system
I (any) inertial coordinate system
N nominal CG of Shuttle (STA 1076.7, BL 0, WL 375)
n "nominal CG" of payload (STA 0, BL 0, WL 0); = center of front
face of payload cylinder
S origin of Shuttle sensor coordinates







X	 vector cross product










This document contains a detailed description of the trajectory processor
(#TRAJ) of the High Fidelity Relative Motion Program (HFRMP) Version 037(1229/
IONOV79)• The HFRMP is coded in Hewlett-Packard Language (HPL) for the
HP-9825A Desktop Calculator with memory option 002 (23,228 bytes of read/




















HP-98217A	 9885M Flexible Disk Drive
	
HP-98216A	 9872A Plotter-General I/0-Extended I/O
or
	HP-98215A	 9872A Plotter-General I/O
Applicable HPL programming information is contained, along with operating in-
structions for the calculator and its peripheral devices, in the following



















9871A Printer... Operating Manual
Disk Programming
A basic understanding of the contents of the cited manuals is required for a
full comprehension of this program document.
xviii
1. INTRODUCTION
The HP-9825A High Fidelity Relative Motion Program (HFRMP) is a disk-
resident flight design software system specifically intended for the analysis
of Space Transportation System (STS) proximity operations. The mainline logic
flows
 is illustrated in Figure 1. The code is divided into several primary
modules that are designated "processors" and identified as such (according to
HFRMP convention) using the pound-sign (#) symbol as the first character in
their identification strings (i.e., names). Some processors, being too large
`	 to fit in the available read/write memory area, are broken down into subsidiary
links which are identified by the use of the percent (%) symbol as the first
character in their identification strings. Subsidiary links overlay each other
in a shared memory area, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Processors (such as #TRAJ) are called into read/write memory from the
program disk by use of the HPL get command, which erases all variables (numer-
ical data) that may have been stored in memory. Information transfer between
processors is accomplished by means of disk-resident data files that are
stored and retrieved, as necessary, by appropriate commands coded into the
processors. This includes user-supplied input data, which can be manipulated
(edited/saved/recalled) by the user with the aid of interactive input proces-
sors (#DBED and #FPED in Figure 1).
From the preceding remarks it can be seen that every HFRMP processor rep-
resents, in a limited sense, a stand-alone program. Therefore it is possible,
t i.e., that which is invoked by a regular production run of the program. Not
















} SPECIAL OUTPUT PROCESSOR
No
_STOP
TEST I : BODY-FIXED RELATIVE MOTION PLOTS REQUESTED?
TEST 1 : MORE FLIGHT SEGMENTS?
TEST S : 010 A PAYLOAD SRM BURN OCCUR
TESTA PLUME 7MPIkGEMENT DAMAGE ANALYSIS REQUESTED
TESTS: START A NEW RUN?
Figure 1. HFRMP Mainline Logic Flow
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a
for instance, to interrupt the normal HFRMP execution sequence after input
H
processing has been completed and then later to resume execution by commanding
get "#TRAJ" from the calculator keyboard and pressing the (ID button. By the
s
	 same token, it is not necessary to execute the HFRMP particle impact damage
t	 integrator (#PIDI) immediately after executing #TRAJ. The vehicle ephemeris
data that #PIDI requires is stored on the program disk by #TRAJ, where it is
preserved indefinitely until written over by a subsequent execution of #TRAJ.
t.	Therefore, a user can execute the trajectory processor, shut off the calculator
and remove his program disk, and then initiate a particle impact damage analy-
sis of the subject trajectory at any later date simply by inserting his disk,
commanding get "#PIDI" from the keyboard, and pressing the (JW button.
The remainder of this document will be concerned only with the #TRAJ pro-
cessor, which contains the HFRMP dynamic models, the trajectoryiattitude inte-
gration logic, and the basic output computations. Detailed program documen-
tal'.ion for the HFRMP input processors and the #PIDI output processor are to be
published under separate cover. (Reference 1 contains operating instructions
for the HFRMP, with emphasis on input operations. Reference 2 contains a def-
inition of the basic equations used in the #PIDI processor.)
1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF #TRAJ
The #TRAJ processor is a 12-degrees-of-freedom trajectory integrator (6
degrees of freedom for each of two vehicles) which generates digital and graph-
ical data to describe the relative motion of the Space Shuttle Orbiter and a
free-flying payload. These data are obtained by differencing the geocentric
states of the individual vehicles, computed to a numerical precision of 12
decimal digits, with respect to an oblate earth whose gravitational model
includes the second harmonic cc+!fficient (J 2 ). The state of the two-vehicle
`	 system is computed as a functi-i of time by means of a fourth-order Runge.-
Kutta numerical integration scheme which uses unit quaternions (versors) to
define both the rotational and the translational states of each vehicle. The
derivation of the versor-based translational state vector is contained in
I
Reference 3, which is reproduced for the most part (with some changes in
coordinate system definition) in Appendix A and Sections 1.2 and 1.3 of this
report.
The payload is modeled geometrically as a cylinder whose length and diam-
eter are specified by program input. The Orbiter and the payload are treated
as rigid bodies whose individual mass properties (gross weight, moments and
products of inertia, and center of gravity location) are specified by program
input and are assumed to remain constant f. during the HFRMP run. Gravity
gradient torque is included in the rotational equations of motion for both
vehicles. At the user's option, aerodynamic torque dnd drag can also be
tAn exception is made when integrating the trajectory of an upper stage during
a major translational maneuver such as a solid rocket motor burn. In such
a case, the payload gross weight is decremented during the burn to reflect
the consumption of propellant.
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lincluded for either or bath vehicles. Aerodynamic forces normal to the rela-
tive wind vector are ignored.
The atmosphere is assumed to rotate with the earth, and is modeled as a
^.	 function of geodetic altitude by a curve fit of the 1962 Standard density pro-
file (Reference 4). The curve fit is valid down to a minimum altitude of
approximately 400,000 feet. The density profile can be modified by a program
input factor (K 
P )to account for the major effects of solar activity. Aerody-
namic drag and moment coefficients for the Orbiter are computed as curve-fit
functions of its attitude with respect to the relative wind vector (References
5-7).
Aerodynamically, the payload is modeled as a flat plate whose ,ize and
shape are determined by projecting its cylindrical outline onto a plane normal
i	 to the relative wind vector. The payload drag coefficient is assumed to be
2.0, based on its projected frontal area. Aerodynamic effects on the Orbiter
and the payload can be modified (or cancelled entirely) by means of input fac-
tors (Ka and ka) which are applied uniformly to all aerodynamic forces and
torques that are computed for the specified vehicle. The possible effects of
aerodynamic shadowing ( of one vehicle by the other) are not accounted for in
the internal cdlculations of #TRAJ.
Several options are providad for defining the initial state of the two-
vehicle system. The translati6njl state of the Orbiter can be described
either in terms of osculating orbit elements referenced to the Mean of 1950.0
(1150) geocentric equatorial frame, or in terms of invariant orbit elements
(Reference 8) measured in the Mean of Launch Date (MLD) equatorial frame. The
initial attitude of the Orbiter is defined by pitch, yaw, and roll angles
(taken in that order) referenced to the rotating Shuttle-centered local-
6
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vertical (SLV) coordinate system. The Orbiter's angular velocity, measured
in terms of rate components about its body axes, can be defined with respect
to either the M50 (inertial) frame or the SLV (rotating) frame.
The initial translational state of the payload is defined by rectangular
position and velocity components which are measured relative to the Orbiter's
center of gravity (CG). At the user's option, these components can be mea-
•	 sured in the SLV coordinate system, or in the Shuttle body (SBY) coordinates
system. The payload's initial pitch, yaw, and roll angles can be referenced
either to the payload-centered local-vertical (PLV) system, or to the SBY
system. The payload's angular rate components about its body axes can be
defined relative to the M50, the PLV, or the SBY fray:*:;.
The initial state of the system can be advanced through up to 40 flight
i	 profile segments, each of arbitrary length, which are defined by the user in
a pric., execution of the #FPED processor. t
 At the beginning of any segment
the user may command the application of an impulsive (i.e., instantaneous)
increment to the angular rate of either or both vehicles.
	 In this regard,
the user may specify a po..-ticular rate increment (INCR), a desired rate with
respect to inertial space (IR), or a desired rate with respect to the local-
vertical frame of the vehicle in question (LVR). In all cases, the components
of the desired rate or rate increment are measured about the body axes of the
'All input data, including the flight profile definition, are saved in disk
files whence they can be recalled (and edited, if necessary) for use in
subsequent runs.
*Commanded angular velocity impulses, and the linear velocity impulses which
they may induce as a result of RCS translational cross coupling, are the only
types of state variable discontinuity that are permitted by #TRAJ. These are
a'ilowed only at the beginning of a flight profile segment.
7
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vehicle in question.	 j
After applying the specified angular velocity increment (if any) at the
beginning of the flight segment, #TRAJ then (for each vehicle independently
i	
of the other)
1. allows the attitude to drift (D) under the influence of inertia and
natural torques, or
4	 2. performs inertial rate hold (IRH) control (i.e., maintains a constant
angular velocity relative to inertial space), or
3. performs local-vertical rate hold (LVRH) control (i.e., maintains a
constant angular velocity relative to the rotating local-vertical
frame of the vehicle being controlled)
for the duration of the segment, depending on the user's . specifications for
f	 that segment.
When the IRH or the LVRH attitude -maintenance option is specified for the
Orbiter, a simplified RCS/DAP model (Reference 9) is used to compute average
values for the propellant consumption rates and translational cross-coupling
accelerations that result from the intermittent thruster firings which are
required to apply the necessary control torques. The model takes into account
the mass properties of the Orbiter, the electrical width ( an integer multiple
of the DAP cycle time) and the effective width ( the duration of steady-state
acceleration) of the RCS thruster pulses, and the width of the attitude dead-
band about each of the Orbiter's body axes. Deadbands can be changed from
segment to segment in the flight profile, as can the selection of primary or
vernier thrusters and the mode of cross -coupling compensation. Translational
cross-coupling accelerations are integrated along with those produced by
gravity, aerodynamics, and commended translational thrust. They are reflected
in the output data by the flight path deviations they produce. Propellant
8
consumption rates are also integrated (but not subtracted from the Orbiter
gross weight), and the accumulated expenditures are tabulated, along with other
data, at user-specified time intervals. Pro pellant consumption is broken down
according to source (forward, aft left, or aft right tank) and function (trans-
lational or rotational control).
When the IRH or the LVRH attitude-maintenance option is specified for the
payload, the magnitudes of the necessary control torques are integrated and the
accumulated rotational impulse (measured in pound-foot-seconds) in the positive
and negative direction about each body axis is printed along with the other
digital output data. Since no specific method of implementation is modeled,-
it is not possible to compute propellant consumption rates or cross-coupling
effects that may result from payload attitude control.
Translational thrust acceleration of either or both vehicles can be
commanded at the beginning of any flight profile segment. Payload transla-
tional thrust is always applied in the direction of the payload's +X body axis
and is assumed to be directed through the CG. Once initiated, payload thrust
acceleration continues until all of the rocket motor propellant is consumed,
as determined by a table of flow rates versus burn time.
Translational acceleration of the Orbiter is initiated by commanding
ignition of either or both of the OMS engines (L, R, or L+R) and/or by firing
primary RCS thrusters to produce thrust nominally in the positive or negative
directions of the Orbiter body axes (+X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, or -Z). Once initi-
ated, Orbiter translational acceleration is applied continuously at the
nominal steady-state level, throughout the duration of the flight profile
segment.
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1.2 STATE VECTOR DEFINITIONS
There are many numerical methods which can be used to integrate the dif-
ferential equations that govern the motion of a rigid body such as the Orbiter
or a free-flying payload. A common requirement of such methods is the defi-
nition of a state vector f
 along with a set of equations which, given the val-
ues of the state variables at any particular time, permit the calculation of
the first derivative of every state variable with respect to time.
A fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique is used in the
#TRAJ processor. However, the state vector definitions and the derivative
calculations (which comprise the bulk of the computations involved in state
vector propagation) are not influenced directly by the integration logic
except in the sense that the integrator determines how frequently the deriv-
atives have to be evaluated. In #TRAJ, the integration logic and the deriva-
tive calculations are isolated from each other in separate subroutines, thus
making it easy to change the numerical integration technique if that should
become desirable.
The purpose of this section of the report is to describe the state vari-
able that have been adopted for use in #TRAJ. The associated derivative
calculations, described in terms of external forces and torques that act on
the body under consideration, will be covered in Section 1.3. The detailed
calculation of these forces and torques will be described in Section 2.3, and
the Runge-Kutta integration logic will be described in Section 7.2.
to set of variables that define the position and linear velocity of the body's
CG (in the case of translational motion) with respect to a chosen system of
reference, and/or the body's attitude and angular velocity (in the case of
rotational motion about the CG).
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The #TRAJ processor makes use of versors (unit quaternions) as internal
state variables to describe the translational as well as the rotational
motions of the Orbiter and the payload. (The HFRMP use r never sees the state
vectors in quaternion form; input and output data are defined in terms of
Euler angles.) The computational advantages of using versors to describe
rotational motion are well known. Certain advantages also accrue from their
use to describe the translational motion of a satellite, as explained in
Reference 3. Versors are also used extensively in #TRAJ for coordinate trans-
formations in general, and a working knowledge of their characteristics and
rules of manipulation is necessary for a good understanding cf the remainder
of this report. A careful _tudy of Appendix A is recommended at this point
for the reader who is not accustomed to the use of quaternions. Even for
i	 those who are familiar with quaternion applications, it probably will be help-
ful to review the conventions and the system of notation defined in Appendix
A. All readers should examine the coordinate system definitions in Appendix B.
1.2.1 Rotational State Vector
The rotational state of the Shuttle at any given time t is defined by the
variables [g lB ,wg 6 ], where q 16 is a versor that defines the orientation of the
Shuttle body-fixed (SBY) coordinate system B with respect to the geocentric
mean-of-launch-date (MLD) equatorial inertial coordinate system I. The vector
symbol 
IIB 
represents the angular velocity of the Orbiter. The double super-
script IB identifies the angular velocity as that of system B with respect to
system I, and the subscript B indicates that the vector is resolved into
components along the axes of the B system. The rotational state of the payload
is similarly defined by the variables[ glb ,wbb ], whose definitions are the
same in all respects except that the lower-case symbol b is used to identify
the body-fixed coordinate system of the payload.
1.2.2 Translational State Vector
The translational state of the Orbiter is defined by the variables
represents a versor that defines the orientation[gIG'R,R,szK]. Th  symbol gIG 
of the Shuttle local-vertical (SLV) coordinate system G with respect to the
inertial system I. The symbol R represents the distance from the center of
the earth to the Shuttle CG, and R stands for its derivative dR/dt. The
symbol Q  represents the scalar ma gnitude of the instantaneous geocentric
angular velocity of the Shuttle CG. The subscript K in this case does not
designate a coordinate system; it merely identifies the angular velocity in
question as that which is associated with Kepler's law of equal areas.
s	 The translational state of the payload is similarly composed of the vari-
ables [g lg ,r,r,wK], which are defined in the same manner as those described in
the preceding paragraph except for the use of lower-case symbols to repre-
sent the scalar quantities and the coordinate-system designator (g) of the
payload local-vertical (PLV) coordinate system.
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1.3 BASIC EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The purpose of this section is -^o define the equations for calculating
(	
the derivatives of the #TRAJ internal state variables, assuming the forces and
l	 torques acting on the bodies are known. Equations for calculating the forces
and torques will be given in Section 2.3.
The only equations that will be defined explicitly in this section are
those that apply to the motion of the Shuttle. The payload equations are
identical in all important respects, and can be obtained simply by substituting
the lower-case symbols b, g, r, r, and w K for their upper-case counterparts
B, G, R, R, and S2K*
1.3.1 Rotational Motion
What is required here are the first derivatives of q IB and wB6 with re-
spect to time. The derivative of the orientation versor is equal to one-half
of its quaternion product with wg 6 , i.e.,
—IBl
q IB - q IB	 `"'ii //2.	 (1)
The derivative of wBB is given by the equation
wB8 = [I]Bl (
.CB - wB6 x [ I ^ B wB6 ),	 (2)
where the vector L B represents the external torque acting on the Shuttle.
The symbol [ I] B represents the Shuttle's inertia tensor ( a 3x3 matrix whose
elements consist of the moments and negative products of inertia, referenced
to the B system), and [I]B 1 represents its inverse. For the purpose of comput-















We seek now to define the first derivatives of the translational state
variables q IG , A, and ^2K with respect to time. (The derivative of the state
variable R is no problem, because it is equal to R). By definition, the
Shuttle's local-vertical coordinate system G rotates in such a manner that
RG = - kR	 (3)
and
(RxV)G = - jIRxVj = - j R2 sK 	(4)
at every instant of time, where R and V represent the geocentric position and
inertial velocity vectors of the Shuttle CG.
An expression for the inertial velocity can be obtained by differentiat-
ing Equation (3) with respect to time. This yields
VG = - kR -wG G xkR,	 (5)
where the vector
w	 WIG = i IG +	






(whose components have yet to be evaluated) represents the total angular
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now differentiate Equation ( 5) with respect to time and obtain the expression
AG =- kR-2WGGxkR
wGG 
x k R- wGG x (:^,IG x k R)	 (7)
for the linear acceleration of the Shuttle CG, where the vector
w G = 'I 
WIG + " WIG + k WIG
G	 G1	 J G2	 G3	 (8)
represents the angular acceleration of coordinate system G.
We now proceed to evaluate the components of w GG and wG . First, we
substitute the expression for wGG
 from Equation (6) into (5), and expand the
rector cross product. This results in the equation
VG = - i R wG2 + j R wGG 	 (9)
Using the expression for R  and VG
 from Equations (3) and (9), we farm the
cross product
(R'V) G = i R2 wGl + j R2 wG2'
	
(10)
Equating the vector components of Equations (4) and (10), we obtain
IG _	 (11)0wGl - 
and









	 (14)WG2 - - ^K
Substituting (11), (12), (13), and (14) into Equations (6), (8), and (9), we
obtain
WGG = - j R K + k WG3,	 (15)
wG
G= -j
 K +k wG3,	 (16)
and
VG= i RRK
 - k R.	 (17)
Using the expressions for wGG and WGG from Equations (15) and (16), the
cross products appearing in Equation (7) can now be expanded to obtain
AG = i {2RszK +RszK )+ j RsiK WG3 +k ( R saK-R). 	 (18)
From Newton's second law, we have
F  = M AG ,	 (19)
where M represents the mass of the Shuttle and the vector
F  = i F
Gl +	 FG2 + k FG3	 (20)
represents the external force acting on it. Combining Equations (18), (19),
and (20), and equating vector components, we obtain the equations
R = R s;K - FG3/M	 (21)
16
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 FS?/ (M R stK ).	 (23)
Equations ( 21) and ( 22) define the derivatives of the translational state




q I G = ( q IG o wGG )/29	 (24)
where the angular velocity vcctor
WGG = - j i^
K
 + k FG2/(M R ad	 (25)
is obtained by substituting Equation (23) into (15).
Equations (21), (22), (24), and (25) are valid for all states of motion
except those where IRxVI = 0, in which case the geocentric flight path would
be vertical, and the orientation of the X and Y axes in the local-vertical




1.4 CONVENTIONS AND CODING STANDARDS
HP-9825 programs are coded in the Hewlett-Packard Language (HPL), which
is functionally similar to BASIC but unique in terms of its syntax. To
facilitate correlation with the #TRAJ code (Appendix C), some of the syntacti-
cal features of HPL have been carried over into the flow charts (Sections 2-7).
For instance, consider a computation which involves forming the product
of two simple variables A and B, where the resulting value is to be assigned
to a third variable C. In FORTRAN code this operation would be represented by
writing C s A * B, and in most flow charts by writing C = AB. In HPL code,
and in the flow charts that follow, the same operation would be described by
writing AB -+ C. (Perhaps the most succinct verbalization of the HPL value-
assignment symbol is obtained by substituting the phrase "goes to" for the
right-running arrow "-*".)
Another feature of HPL code and the flow charts, which may be confusing
to FORTRAN programmers, is the use of square brackets to enclo:;e the index or
indices of a dimensioned variable. The Jth element of the HPL dimensioned
variable AN is designated by writing A[J], whereas in FORTRAN it would be
written A(J). In HPL code, the square brackets are always used to enclose
indexing or dimensioning information about an array (dimensioned) variable,
and for no other purpose. This is necessary in HPL to distinguish, for
r
instance, the simple (scalar) variable P from the array variable P[*] whose
dimensions might have been declared by a statement dim P[5,10], which is
analagous to the FORTRAN statement DIMENSION P(5,10). In a FORTRAN program
where such a dimension statement exists, a reference to the variable P is an
^	 t implicit reference to P(1,1), i.e., the first element in the P array. However,
this is not the case in HPL, where the simple variable P has no connection
ld
awhatever with the array variable P[*] or any of its elements. For instance,
the sequence of HPL statements 2 	 P; 3 -+ P[1,1]; P P[1,11-+ X would cause the
number 6 to be assigned to the variable X.
1.4.1 General Arrangement of Program Files
The first line of code (line 0) in every HFRMP program file (processor or
processor link) contains, in the form of a label, the name under which the file
is stored on the program disk, followed by the date and time of its most recent
revision. The executable part of this line contains the statement gto "RUN",
where "RUN" is the label of the line where the main logic flow begins. The
next ton lines (1 and 2) contain statements that facilitate an automatic list-
ing of the complete program, and which are never executed in a normal produc-
tion run.
All subprograms are located between line 2 and the "RUN" label, and they




The rationale for this order is to make the program listings as insensitive as
possible to corrections or revisions of the logic. Function subprograms and
util, :,y subroutines are revised much less frequently than the main (driver)
logic in a given link. Therefore the code in the top part of each link tends
to remain comparatively stable.
To the greatest extent that is practicable, the code in each subroutine
and in the driver logic of each individual link is arranged so that execution




For ease of program maintenance, branching to absolute line numbers is
avoided. Relative addressing (e.g.,tc o + 4) is used whenever practicable;
otherwise, the general rule is to branch to a symbolic label (e.g., gto "RUN").
ThemM statement is used only in the rare instances where it is necessary to
compute a relative address (line number) at execution time.
`	 To avoid confusion regarding the flow of execution control (and also
generally to permit the transfer of date through an argument list), the
HPL cff statement is used for branching to a subroutine in lieu of the gsb
s to tc:nAn t .
1.4.3 Program Labels
I.	 No lower-case alphabetic symbols are used in program labels (character
strings used to identify branching targets, including the names of subpro-
grams). The purpose of this convention is to provide a contrast between such
labels and the commands and standard functions of HPL, all of which are spelled
with lower-case alphabetic symbols.
1.4.4 input/Output Mnemonics
Although numerical option codes are sometimes used internally by #TRAJ,
it has been adopted as a policy that HFRMP users should not have to memorize
(or look up) obscure numerical codes in order specify logical options in the
input data files. Rather, such options are specified by the user in the form
of mnemonic character strings which, if necessary, are converted to numerical
codes internally.
Mnemonic character strings are also used to identify the HFRMP digital
output data. With regard to all input/output mnemonics, a determined effort
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has been put forth to make them as meaningful and as consistent as possible.
1.4.5 Data-Register Protocol
t	 Because of the limitations of the HPL syntax, it has been found necessary
to adopt a comparatively rigid protocol to govern the use of named variables
and of the numbered r-registers. Appendix D contains storage allocation infor-
& mation for the r-registers.
1.4.5.1 Simple Variables
The simple (scalar) variable names, which are limited in HPL to single
upper-case alphabetic characters (A thru Z), are used primarily as loop
counters and for the temporary storage of intermediate computational results.
Eight of the 26 simple variables are designated as volatile registers, which
means that they are least rigidly controlled, and that their contents are most
susceptible to frequent change. These are the registers identified by the
characters H,I,J,K and W,X,Y,Z.
1.4.5.2 r-Registers
Because of the limited number of usable names for variables, and also
because array names cannot be passed through the argument lists t:s HPL sub-
programs, most of the data that would normally be assigned unique names or
stored in individual arrays (e.g., as in a FORTRAN program) are stored instead
in the numbered r-registers. The correlation between the r-numbers and the
logical symbols, shown in Appendix D, is extremely critical to the understand-
ing of the #TRAJ code.
When there is a need for a utility subprogram to perform a standard compu-
tation involving one or more logical arrays (such as vectors and quaternions),
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the address of each logical array (i.e., the r-number of its first element) is
passed through the argument list (in lieu of an array name, which is not per-
mitted in HPL). For instance, suppose the components of a vector R  reside
'	 in the registers rl through r3, the components of another vector V G reside in
N through r6, and it is desired to compute the vector H G = R  x VG
 and store
it in 0 through ;j. Symbolically, in the flow charts, this would be written
R  x VG -* H G , or possibly- as cil 'CRSP' (R G ,VG ,HG ). In the HPL code, it would
appear as ca 'CRSP' (1,4,7), where 'CRSP' is the name of the vector cross-
product routine, and the numbers 1,4,7 are the addresses of the vectors in-
volved in the operation.
The first 19 r-registers (r0 through r18) are similar to the simple-vari-
able registers in that they are used mainly to store the intermediate results
of array computations. The first ten r-registers (r0 through r9) are analo-
gous to the simple variables H,I,J,K and W,X,Y,Z in that they are designated
as volatile, i.e., most frequently used. Preferential use of the lower-num-
bered registers tends to minimize code-storage requirements, simply because
they entail writing out fewer digits (each of which requires one byte of code
storag?) tc: identify the registers. That is to say, the statement cli 'CRSP'
(101,104,107) requires 6 more bytes of code storage space than the statement
cil'CRSP' (1,4,7).
1.4.5.3 Restrictions on utility Subprograms
During the execution of an HPL subprogram, the HP-9825 operating system
allocates temporary storage (only for the duration of subprogram execution) to
numbered p-variables. These variables are numbered sequentially beginning
with p0, into which the operating system loads the number of parameters that
appear in the argument list of the calling routine's reference to the sub-
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program. If there should be three arguments, then at the beginning of sub-
program execution p0 would contain the number 3. The registers pl, p2, and p3
would contain the values assigned to the arguments of the subprogram by the
calling routine. The subprogram can make use of as many higher-numbered p-reg-
isters (p4, p5, etc.) as it may need for temporary storage of intermediate
computational results. All of the p-registers are de-allocated (in effect,
erased) when execution control is returned to the calling routine.
The operating system also permits the subprogram to reference (get values
from or store values into) any of the registers accessible to the main program
(this includes the simple variables, array variables, string variables, and
r-registers). However, to prevent inadvertent modification of the contents of
registers that the calling routine may be using, certain conventions have been
i	
adopted that limit the access of utility subprograms to global variables (i.e.,
any other than the p-variables).
In general, utility (general-purpose) subprograms are not allowed to make
literal reference to ,ny r-register. They are allowed to make logical refer-
ence to such registers by means of addresses that may be passed to them
through their argument lists by the calling routine. For example, the charac-
ter strings r0 or r25 are not permitted in the code of a utility subprogram.
However, the character strings rpl and r 3+3 are permitted, where pl and p3
represent addresses (in this case, the first and third numbers in the argument
list) of logical arrays that are passed to the subprogram by the calling
routine.
Function (as distinguished from subroutine) subprograms are not allowed to
make reference to any simple variable. They are required to use p-variables




any utility subroutine whose logical argument list contains only scalars and
vectors.
Utility subroutines that perform quaternion and matrix operations are
permitted to use the volatile simple variables (H,I,J,K and W,X,Y,Z), but no
others. Special subroutines such as 'DERVIS' (Section 2.3), whose calculations
generally are more complicated than those of utility subroutines, have no




2. BASE LINK (#TRAJ)
The "#TRAJ" program file is the base link of the #TRAJ processor, contain-
ing all of the general-purpose subprograms, i.e., all that are used by two or





The function subprogram 'ANG1' converts an input angle to its equivalent
value in the range of 0 to 2,r.
2.1.1.1 Arguments
pl = Input angle, measured in radians.
2.1.1.2 Example of Usage
The instruction 'ANG1'(-3,r) -> A in the calling routine would cause the
value of +n to be assigned to the variable A.
2.1.1.3 Computations
The fractional part of pl /2,r is multiplied by 2n. If the result is nega-
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The function subprogram 'ANG2' converts an input angle to its equivalent
value in the range of -n to +n.
r
2.1.2.1 Arguments
pl = Input angle, measured in radians.
2.1.2.2 Example of Usage
The instruction 'ANG2'(-37) 4 A in the calling routine would cause the
value of -n to be assigned to the variable A.
2.1.2.3 Computations
The fractional part of pl/27 is multiplied by 2n. If the result is great-









^1 -ATE `'^ ^2.
ret Oa.




This multiple entrypoint function subprogram computes the arctangent of
the ratio of two input quantities, whose individual signs determine the quad-
rant of the output angle. The 'ATN2' entrypoint is analogous to the FORTRAN
ATAN2 function, in that the output angle lies in the range of -n to +n. When
the 'ATN1' entrypoint is used, the output angle lies in the range of 0 to 2n.
2.1.3.1 Examples of Usage
The instruction 'ATN1'(-1,1) -; A would cause the variable A to be as-
signed the value of 77/4, while the instruction 'ATN2'(-1,1) - A would cause
it to be assigned the value of -n/4.
2.1.3.2 Computations
Tests are made to avoid division by zero. Depending on whether pl or p2
has the greater magnitude, a base value of the output angle is computed from
the expression n/2 - atn(p2/abs(pl))
.
 or the expression atn(abs(pl/p2)), where
atn and abs represent the HPL arctangent and absolute value functions. Tests
on the signs of pl and p2 then are made so that the base value can be rotated
into the proper quadrant. If pl = p2 = 0, the output angle is set equal to
zero. A flow chart is shown in Figure 5.
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The 'HM.S' function converts time from seconds to hours, minutes, and
{	
seconds. The output is a single number in the form of HHMM.SS, where HH
\	 denotes the hours digits, MM denotes the minutes digits, and SS denotes the
se .onds digits.
.	 2.1.4.1 Arguments
pl = Input time, measured in seconds.
2.1.4.2 Example of Usage
Y	 The instruction 'HM.S'(36385.8) -► H in the calling routine would cause








I^ 1 I -11^ Oz
INt (^1 /6o )-* ^3
INt 43 /60 )'* ^4
loo^4 + 3- Cob4 + (^1- 6oa 3)/loo-^^3
ret ^3 AS N (01 )




The 'SECS' function is the inverse of the 'HM.S' function described in
Section 2.1.4. It converts time from hours, minutes, and seconds (expressed
in the HHMM.SS format) into seconds.
2.1.5.1 Arguments
pl - Input time, in the HHMM.SS format.
2.1.5.2 Example of Usage
The instruction 'SECS'(1006.258) ^ S in the calling routine would cause
the variable S to be assigned the value 36385.8 (the number of seconds in 10
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ret 03 As N(0










pl - Address of first vector.
p2 = Address of second vector.
2.1.6.2 Example of Usage
If vector A resides in registers rl, r2, r3, and vector IF resides in
registers r4, rS, r6, then the instruction ' DOTP' ( 1^4) ^ ,D in the calling
















IDOTPt Im , hl
ret rOi rP2.+ r* +s)r(P,2+o + r(^i+imoa+a)





The subroutine 'SXV' calculates the product of a scalar with a vector.
2.2.1.1 Arguments
pl = Value of scalar. 	 .
p2 = Address of input vector.
p3 = Address of output vector.
2.2.1.2 Examples of Usage
The instruction cf! 'SXV'(6.8,0,3) in the calling routine would cause the
values 6.8 r0, 6.8 rl, 6.8 r2 to be stored in r3, r4, r5. If vector A resides
in rll, 02, rl3, and F resides in r7, r8, r9, the instruction c1Q 'SXV'('DOTP'





SXVI( 01, 01, 03 )
^I r^'%-br^s
ret




Depending on which entrypoint is used, this subroutine will calculate
either the sum or the difference of two vectors.
2.2.2.1 Arguments
pl - Address of first input vector.
p2 - Address of second input vector.
p3 = Address of output vector.
2.2.2.2 Example of Usage
If vector A resides in rl, r2, r3 and vector IF resides in r4, r5, r6, the
instruction c ll 'VADD'(1,4,7) in the calling routine would cause the value of
A + F to be stored in r7, r8, r9. The instruction cll 'VSUB'(1,4 4) would
cause the value of T - T to be stored in r4, r5, r6. The instruction
cl 'VADD'(4,4,4) would cause the value of 21T to replace ff in r4, r5, r6.
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The 'CRSP' subroutine computes the cross product of two input vectors.
2.2.3.1 Arguments
pl = Address of first input vector.
p2 = Address of second input vector.
p3 = Address of output vector.
2.2.3.2 Example of Usage
If the vector resides in rl, r2, 0 and the vector resides in r4, r5,
r6, the instruction cil 'CRSP'(1,4,7) in the calling routine would cause the
Y	
value of	 x 'F to be stored in r7, r8, r9. The instruction cif 'CRSP'(4,1,4)










This multiple entrypoint subroutine is used for transforming the com-
ponents of a vector between two Cartesian coordinate systems that are angularly
displaced from one another by a 'rotation about their common origin. Let the
two coordinate systems be designated F and G, and let the versor (unit quater-
nion) 
qFG 
define the orientation of G with respect to F (see Appendix A).
The 'ROT' entrypoint performs the computation symbolized by WFG ° VF ° qFG -1- VG'
The symbol VF represents the value of a vector V in coordinate system F, and VG
represents the value of the same vector in system G. The IROT entrypoint
performs the inverse transformation, symbolized by qFG ° VG ° '1FG -'.VF'
2.2.4.1 Arguments
pl = Address of input vector.
p2 = Address of versor.
p3 - Address of output vector.
2.2.4.2 Examples of Usage
If the versor qFG resides in r0, rl, r2, r3 and the vector VF resides
in r4, r5, r6, the instruction cil 'ROT'(4,0,7) in the calling routine would
cause the vector V G to be stored in r7, r8, r9. A subsequent instruction
cil 'IROT'(7,0,7) would cause a copy of the vector V F to replace VG in r1, r8,
r9. The instruction cli 'ROT'(4,0,1) would cause VG to be stored in rl, r2,
r3 (thus destroying the last 3 components of the versor qFG)'
2.2.4.3 Computations
The quaternion operation qFG ° VF ° qFG 4 VG is equivalent to the matrix







[R] = 2(IJ-HK)	 (HH-II+JJ-KK)	 2(JK+HI)	 (26)
2(IK+HJ)	 2(JK-HI)	 (HH-II-JJ+KK)1l and where qFG = H + i I + j J + k K. The inverse transformation
qFG ° VG ° WFG  VIF is equivalent to the matrix operation [R]T VG ^ VF, where
[R]T is the transpose of [R]. By inspecting Equation (26), it can be seen that
[R]T is obtained simply by reversing the sign of H, as reflected in the flow
chart that is shown in Figure 12.
1.
'ROT'(01, ' jL, 03)	 iftOT101,01,03) .l






(NN+II -7T— KK^X+.t^(I7+NK^Y + (2K- MJ^$} 1► r^3
(MM —II + 1T— KK^Y +^ (taK+NIA ^ + (I1'- NK^K^-^ r'^^p3+ 1^
( NN—II — TT+KK^7`^ +1{(=K+NI )X+(1K-NI^Y^,► r(034I)
ret
Figure 12. 'ROT'/'IROT' Subroutine Logic Flow
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2.2.5 'QDOT'/'QXQ'/'QXQC'/'QCXQ'
This multiple entrypoint subroutine performs a variety of related quater-
nion operations. As in Section 2.2.4, let qFG represent a versor (unit
quaternion) which defines the orientation of a Cartesian coordinate system
G with respect to another system F that has the same origin. Let the vector
GG represent the angular velocity (measured in system G) of system G with
R
respect to system F. The 'QDOT' entrypoint is used to perform the operation
symbolized by (qFG ° GG)/2 i qFG' where qFG represents the derivative of qFG




Let 'F and ^ represent any two quaternions ( not necessarily versors), and
let W and W represent their conjugates. The entrypoints 'QXQ', 'QXQC', and
'QCXQ' (respectively) perform the operations symbolized by F o +
17 o t 11. and P o t+ IF.
2.2.5.1 Arguments
'QDOT'.Entrypoint:
pl - Address of the orientation versor qFG'
p2 - Address of the angular velocity vector GG.
p3 - Address of the output derivative qFG'
'QXQ'/'QXQC'/'QCXQ' EntUpoints:
pl - Address of the first input quaternion Ir.
I	
p2 - Address of the second input quaternion $.
p3 - Address of the output quaternion T.
2.2.5.2 Examples of Usage
Assume the variable A has the value of 25, that the versor qFG resides in
r50, r51, r52, r53, and that the vector GG resides in r54, r55, r56. Then
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1.
the statement c11 QDOT'(A+25,A+29.A+125) will cause the value of qFG to be
stored in 050, 051, 052, 053. If the versor qGH resides in r0, rl, r2, r3,
the statement c Y 'QXQ'(A+25.0.4) will cause qFH to be stored in r4, r5, r6,
r7. If this were followed by cl1 'QXQC'(0.4.8), the versor
qGH ° WFH s qGH ° q
HF - qGF would be stored in r8, r9, r10, rll. Then the
statement cQQ 'QCXQ'(8,0,0) would cause a copy of the versor
WGF ° qGH ` qFG ° qGH s Z. (already residing in r4, r5, r6, r1) to be stored
in r0, rl, r2, r3.
2.2.5.3 Computations
The computational sequence depicted by the flow chart in Figure 13 results
from a straightforward application of the rules of quaternion algebra that are



















NY+7w ♦ KK-14.0 r(p:+z)
N! ♦ KW41V- 7K * r(pa+3)
Figure 13. 'QDOT'/'QXQ'/'QXQC'/'QCXQ' Subroutine Logic Flow
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2.2.6 'Q231'/'0213'
The digits 1,2 0 3 in the I Q231' and 'Q213' entrypoint names identify coor-
dinate-system rotations about the X,Y,Z axes (respectively) in two different
Euler-angle sequences. Generally, rotation about the X axis is designated as
roll, rotation about the Y axis is designated as pitch, and rotation about the
Z axis is designated as yaw. Given an orientation versor qFG• the 'Q231' entry-
point is used to calculate the values of the pitch, yaw, roll angles (taken in
that sequence) that are required to rotate the axes of coordinate system F into
coincidence with those of system G. The 'Q213' entrypoint is used to calculate
the corresponding Euler angle set for a pitch, ro+i, yaw sequence.
2.2.6.1 Arguments
pl - Address of the orientation versor.
p2 - Address of the output array of Euler angles (measured in radians, and
stored in the same order as the logical rotation sequence).
2.2.6.2 Example of Usage
If the orientation versor under consideration resides in r0, rl, r2, r3,
the statement c" 'Q231'(0,4) would cause the first rotation (pitch) angle to
be stored in r4, the second rotation (yaw) angle to be stored in r5, and the
third rotation (roll) angle to be stored in r6. The statement cil 'Q213(0,0)
would cause the rotation angles of a pitch, roll, yaw sequence to be stored in
r0, rl, r2 (thus wiping out the first three conponents of the orientation
versor).
2.2.6.3 Computations
The output of the 'Q231'/'Q213' subroutine is an ordered set of Euler angles
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orientation versor qFG = H + i I + J J + k K by the equations (see Reference
d
10)
at. H=CaCSCY - SaSSSY,
I = Ca
 Cs S  + S  S s
 CY,










K = Ca Ss C
Y - 
S  Cs 
Y
S ,	 (30)	 .
where Ca = cos 12- a, Sa = sin ;I a, Cs = cos 	 s, etc. Solving equations (27) -
(30) for a, a, Y results in
(a + Y) = tan -1
 [(J + I)/( H + K)],	 (31)
(a - Y) = tan-1 [(J - I)/(H - K)],	 (32)




Y = 2 (JK - HI).
	 (35)
As reflected by the flow chart shown in Figure 14, Equations (31) - (35) are
used to compute the Euler angles when the 'Q231' entrypoint is used.
For a pitch, yaw, roll sequence, the orientation versor and the Euler
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The Euler-angle solutions ii
r
(a - Y ) = tan-1
(a + Y) = tan-1
s = tan -1 [2 (HI
S  CY.
i this case are
[(J - K)/(H + I)],
[(J + K)/(H - I)],














Y = 2 (IJ + HK).	 (44)
It can be seen that Equations (31) - (35) become identical with (40) - (44)
when
(a) -K is substituted for I,
(b) I is substituted for K, and
(c) the sign of Y is reversed in the first set of equations.
This characteristic of the two Euler sequences allows common logic to be used
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}	 Given an orientation versor qFG , the 'Q313' subroutine calculates a set of
Euler angles (a,s,Y) that corresponds to a rotation of coordinate system F
into coincidence with system G, assuming F is rotated sequentially about its
Z, X, Z axes.
2.2.7.1 Arguments
•	 pl = Address of the orientation versor.
p2 = Address of the output array of Euler angles (measured in radians, and
stored in the same order as the logical rotation sequence).
2.2.7.2 Example of Usage
Suppose that coordinate system F is a geocentric inertial system defined
such that the first point in Aries lies on the X  axis, and the earth's
angular momentum vector lies along the Z F axis. Let G be another geocentric
system defined such that the instantaneous position of some satellite lies
on the XG axis, and such that the angular momentum vector of the satellite
CG lies along the Z  axis. Let the versor qF G reside in r0, rl, r2, r3. Then
'
	
	 the statement c1l 'Q313'(0,4) would cause the right ascension of the ascending
node of the satellite orbit to be stored in r4, the inclination of the orbit
to be stored in r5, and the argument of latitude corresponding to the satellite
position to be stored in r6.
2.2.7.3 Computations
The Euler angles are related to the versor qFG = H + i I + 3 J + k K by
f	 the equations
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i
H - cos (a + y) cos	 s, (45)	 1
=I	 cos ^ (a - y) sin ^ s, 46(	 )
J - sin Jj (a - y) sin	 s, (47)
and -
r.
K = sin (a + y) cos	 S (48)
(see Reference 10). It follows that
s	 = tan
-1
	(fIT+JJ	 H+K ) (49),	 ,




(a - Y) = tan -1	(J,I). (51)
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The '231Q'/'213Q' subroutine performs the inverse function of the 'Q231'/
(	 'Q213' subroutine described in Section 2.2.6. That is to say, given an order-
`	 ed set of Euler angles a, 6, y, it calculates the associated orientation versor
qFG' The '231Q' entrypoint is used when the rotation sequence is pitch, yaw,
roll, and the '213Q' entrypoint is used when the sequence is pitch, roll, yaw.
f
2.2.8.1 Arguments
pl = Address of the input array of Euler angles (measured in radians, and
stored in the same order as the logical rotation sequence).
p2 = Address of the orientation versor.
2.2.8.2 Example of Usage
If rl, r2, r3 contain the pitch, yaw, and roll angles that define a
certain orientation of the Orbiter's body axes B relative to its local-vertical
frame G, then the statement c it '231Q'(1,0) in the calling routine would cause
the orientation versor qGB to be stored in r0, rl, r2, r3 (thus destroying the
input values of the Euler angles, plus whatever value may have been stored in
rO before calling the subroutine). If the variable A has been assigned the
value 100, and if r4, r5, r6 contain the pitch, roll, yaw angles that define
the orientation of system G with respect to another system F, the statement
cif 1 213Q'(4,A+10) would cause the versor qFG to be stored in r110, rlll, 012,
H13.
2.2.8.3 Computations
The computational sequence defined by the flow chart in Figure 16 is a
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The '313Q' subroutine performs the inverse function of the 'Q313' subroutine
described in Section 2.2.7. Given an ordered set of angles a, S, y that
defines the orientation of a coordinate system G with respect to another system
F in terms of sequential rotations of F about its Z, X, Z axes, the '313Q' sub-
routine computes the associated versor qFG.
2.2.9.1 Arguments
pl = Address of the input array of Euler angles (measured in radians, and
•	 stored in the same order as the rotation sequence).
p2 - Address of orientation versor.
2.2.9.2 Example of Usage
Let the F and G coordinate systems be defined as in Section 2.2.7. Let
the right ascension of the satellite orbit reside in r4, the inclination of the
orbit in r5, and the satellite's argument of latitude in r6. Then the state-
ment cil '313Q(4,0) would cause the orientation versor q FG to be stored in
r0, rl, r2, r3.
2.2.9.3 Computations
The computational sequence defined by the flow chart in Figure 17 is a
straightforward implementation of Equations (45) - (48) from Section 2.2.7.
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[R] -1 = [R
	
[T] = T21	 T22	 T23	 (52)
T31 T32 T33
of the coordinate transformation matrix [R] defined by Equation (26) in Section
2.2.4, the 'IMATQ' subroutine computes the associated orientation versor
_
q FG =qO +iq l + .j q 2 +kq3 •	 (53)
2.2.10.1 Arguments
(
pl = Address of the inverse transformation matrix, stored (columnwise) in
the order T 11' T21' T31' T 12 , T22 1 T32 , T 13 , T23' T33'
p2 = Address of the output versor.
2.2.10.2 Example of Usage
Let F represent an ECI coordinate system, defined such that the first
point in Aries lies on the X  axis, and the earth's angular momentum vector is
aligned with the Z F axis. Let G represent another geocentric coordinate
system defined such that the X G axis is aligned with the geocentric position
vector T of a satellite, and such that the Z  axis is aligned with If x V, where
V is the geocentric inertial velocity vector of the satellite. Suppose that
j? and V are known in terms of their components in F, and that it is desired to
evaluate qFG'
The inverse transformation matrix can be expressed as
LTJ = lu X', FY I ^GZ]
60
where UFX - WF/ IWF I , ^Z - (itF x VF )/ IICF x VF I , and UFY - ^Z x UP If IF re-
sides in 03, r14, 05, the statement c ll 'SXV'(1/,r('DOTP'(13.13)).1, 3.0) will
cause tX to be stored in r0, rl, r2. If VF resides in rl6, r17, r18, the
statement Sif 'CRSP'(13.16.6): cLj 'SXV'(IIL 'DOTP'(6.6)).6.6) will cause UF to
be stored in r6, r1, r8, and the statement &U 'CRSP'(6.0.3) will then cause
tY 
to be stored in r3, r4, r5, thus completing the columnwise storage of [T]
in rO through r8. The statement c1l 'IMATQ'(0_.9) will then cause qFG to be
•	 stored in r9, HO, rll, 02.
•	 2.2.10.3 Computations
By comparing Equations (26) and (52), it can be seen that [T] can be
tt
	 expressed, in terms of the versor components appearing in Equation (53), as
L	 (qO+gj-g2-g2	
2(g l g2-gOg3 )	 2(glg3+qOq2)
[T] = 2 ( g l g2+gOg3 )	 ( g0-g1 2-q3)	 2(g2g3-gOg l )	 (54)
2 ( g l g3-gOq2 )	 2(g2g3+gOg l )	 (q0-q^-q2+q3)
Taking cognizance of the facts that q2 + q^ + q2 + q3 = 1, and that one (but
only one) of the versor components can be given an arbitrary sign, four
different solutions for tha values of q k (k -00,20) can be found in terms of
the T i ^(i j	 1,2,3). These solutions are given by the equations
qO :	 + 11 + 22 +	 3/2	 (54a)
ql - (T32 - T23 )/4 qO	 (54b)
61
^it •
q l	 + 11
	 22 " 33/2
q2 = (T21 + T12 )/4 ql
q3 = (T13 + T3 0/4 q1
qO






q2 = (T13 - T30/4 qO	 (54c)
C
	 q3 - (T21 - T12 )/4 qO	 (54d)
or
or
q2 = 0-7-T-1-1 -77-2-277- 3-3/2
q3 = (T32 + T23)/4 q2
qO	 ( T13 - T31 )/4 q2






q3 . VT-- 11 72-2-7 33/2
	
(57a)
qO _ ( 121 - T 12 )/4 q3	 (57b)
62
t1.
ql = (1713 * T3 014 q3
	 (57c)
C.	 q2 = (T32 
+ T23 )/4 q3.
	 (57d)
Since any versor component (or as many as three of them) may turn out to
be zero, numerical tests are necessary to determine which one of the alternate
computational sequences defined by the preceding equations can be used in a
given case. It is known from the versor identity q2 + q^ + q2 + q3 =_ 1 that
at least one component must have a magnitude as great as ^, and that none can
have a magnitude greater than unity. As defined by the flow chart shown in
Figure 18, the 'IMATQ' logic tests the magnitude of each versor component in
sequence until one is found that has a magnitude at least as great as ^. As
soon as a component qN is found that satisfies the inequality 4 qN > 1, it is
arbitrarily given a positive sign, and the remainder of the components are
calculated by using the equations that contain 4 q N in the denominator.
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2.3 STATE VECTOR DERIVATIVES SUBROUTINE ('DERIVS')
The 'DERIVS' subroutine computes the first derivative (with respect to time)
of each quantity contained in an extended array of state variables that in-
cludes, in addition to the translational and rotational state vectors defined
in Section 1.2, such things as propellant expenditures and control torque
integrals. The memory allocation table contained in Appendix D lists the
a
specific quantities that are included in the Shuttle state variable array
(registers r25-r49) and the payload state variable array (registers r50-04).
R	 Containing mathematical models of the orbital flight environment and of
all vehicle systems affecting the dynamics of the Shuttle and the payload, the
'DERIVS' subroutine represents the heart of the #TRAJ processor.
2.3.1 Input Data
2.3.1.1 Argument List
The 'DERIVS' argument list consists of a single parameter (pl) which is
assigned a value of 0 or 1 by the calling routine according to whether state
variable derivatives are to be computed for the Shuttle or the payload.
2.3.1.2 r-Registers
The contents of the following r-registers (see Appendix D ) are used as





















The appropriate 12x12 RCS/DAP response matrix (see Section 3) must reside
in the HPL array variable R[*] (represeated symbolically as [R] in the following
flow charts) before calling 'DERIVS' for Shuttle derivatives (i.e., with pl = 0).
When SRM thrusting is to be simulated, the name of the disk file containing
the appropriate SRM thrust table must have been assigned to file no. 3 and the
array variable A[*] (see Figure 19d for contents) must have been initialized
before calling DERIVS for payload derivatives (i.e., with pi = 1). The contents
of the AN array (symbolically, [A]) are updated as required in 'DERIVS' by
reading new thrust-profile coordinates from file no. 3 as the burn progresses.
2.3.2 Output Data
As indicated in Appendix D , the r-registers have been allocated so that
the address of every state derivative can be found simply by adding 100 to the
address of the corresponding state variable. Thus, Shuttle state derivatives
are stored in rl25-rl49 when pl = 0, and payload state derivatives are stored
in registers rl50-rl74 when pl = 1. When pl = 0, the contents of r285
(normally zero) will be set equal to 1 if 'DERIVS' finds the Shuttle RCS
inadequate to maintain the commanded attitude.
Sometimes the calling routine requires, in addition to the state variable
derivatives, the angular velocity vector ( —IG or f g ) of the local-vertical
coordinate system. This vector resides in the volatile registers rl-r3 when
execution control is returned from 'DERIVS' to the calling routine. Another
vector sometimes needed by the calling routine is the linear acceleration






The computations performed by 'DERIVS' are defined by the flow chart shown
in Figure 19a through 19g. For the most part, the computations are described
in terms of logical symbols (as opposed to the HPL variable names and addresses
that appear in the code.) The major portion of the computational logic applies
equally to Shuttle and to payload calculations. To minimize confusion in
following the flow of the logic, Shuttle symbols (e.g., 
AG rather than ag ) are
used almost exclusively throughout the flow chart, even in those sections of
s
	the logic that apply uniquely to the payload. The only exceptions to this
general rule occur when there is no Shuttle-related equivalent of a payload-
related variable (e.g., Ql+, 12+ , etc.).
Insofar as practicable, the order of computation in the HPL code (Section
C.1) is arranged to follow that shown in the flow chart. Even so, Appendix D
which shows the correlation between logical symbols and r-register numbers, is
indispensable to the understanding of the code.
Following is a summary of all the data registers that will or may be
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2.4 MAIN LOGIC FLOW
The "main logic" of the #TRAJ link consists of nothing more than an





3. RESPONSE MATRIX COMPUTATION LINK (%RMAT)
The function of the %RMAT link is to compute matrices that describe the
response of the Shuttle to DAP/RCS commands, and to store the matrices in
designated disk files for subsequent use during trajectory integration.
3.1 INPUT DATA
3.1.1 Jet Force Table
Basic inputs to the response matrix computations include the data shown in
0	 Table 1, which reside in the disk files named "$JFT" and "$JFTM". The "$JFTM"
file contains the mnemonic identification symbols (shown in the second column
of Table 1) for the Orbiter's 44 RCS jets, as defined in Figure 4.2.2.-2 of
Reference 11. The "$JFT" file contains the body-fixed thrust components and
the station coordinates of the thrust application point (which together define
a torque component normal to the thrust line) for each thruster, along with a
factor C (in the last column of Table 1) whose product with the thrust vector
defines a component of torque parallel to the thrust line. This latter com-
ponent of torque (parallel to the thrust line) is the result of RCS jet plume
impingement on the exterior surfaces of the Orbiter. Table 1 results from
combining the basic RCS jet data shown in Table 2 with the plume impingement
data shown in Table 3, as explained in Reference 9.
3.1.2 Jet Select Tables
For each flight profile segment, the NFRMP user must specify which one of
three basic combinations of thrusters is to be used for attitude and/or trans-
lational control of the Shuttle. The available options are designated V



































































































































































































































26 R1R 3.3 -868.8 4.8 1554.47 149.91 452.88 0.3437
27 L4U 0.1 76.3 872.2 1516.36 .115.43 481.95 -0.1586
28 OU 0.1 76.3 872.2 1529.23 -115.43 481.95 -0.0648
29 LIU 0.1 76.3 872.2 1542.10 -115.43 481.95 0.0290
30 PA 0.1 -76.3 872.2 1516.36 115.43 481.95 0.1586
31 R2U 0.1 -76.3 872.2 1529.23 115.43, 481.95 0.0648
32 R1U 0.1 -76.3 872.2 1542.10 115.43 481.95 -0.0290
33 L4D 210.6 318.4 -576.0 1510.34 -104.34 431.12 0.1103
34 12D 210.6 318.4 -576.0 1526.50 -103.22 434.78 -0.0959
35 L3D 210.6 318.4 -57b.0 1542.65 •102.11 438.44 -0.3020
36 R40 210.6 -318.4 -S76.0 1510.34 104.34 431.12 -C.1103
37 R20 210.6 -310.4 -55.0 1526.50 103.22 434.78 0.0959
38 Ru 210.6 -318.4 -576.0 1542.65 102.11 438.44 0.3020	 1
39 FSR -0.8 -17.0 -17.6 324.35 $9.70 350.12 0.0000
40 FS1. -0.8 17.0 -17.6 324.35 -59.70 350.12 0.0000
41 RSR 0.0 -24.0 -0.6 1565.00 149.x,7 459.00 MOM:
42 LK 0.0 24.0 -0.6 1565.00 -149.87 459.00 0.0000
43 NO 0.0 0.0 -24.0 1565.00 118.00 455.44 0.0000
















1 F2F -879.4 -26.2 119.9 306.72 14.65 392.96
2 F3F -879.5 0.0 122.7 306.72 0.00 394.45
3 F1F -879.4 26.2 119.9 306.72 -14.65 392.96
4 FX -26.3 873.6 18.2 362.67 -69.50 373.73
5 F3L -21.0 870.3 0.5 364.71 -71.65 359.25
6 F2R *26.3 -873.6 18.2 362.67 69.50 373.73
7 F4R -21.0 -870.3 0.5 364.71 71.65 359.25
8 F2U -32.3 -11.7 874.4 350.93 14.39 413.46
9 F3U -31.9 0.0 873.5 350.92 0.00 414.53
10 F1U -32.3 11.7 874.4 350.93 -14.39 413.46
11 F2D -28.0 -616.4 -639.5 333.84 61.42 356.95
12 F1D -28.0 616.4 -639.5 333.84 -61.42 356.95
13 FO -24.8 -612.6 -639.4 348.44 66.23 358.44
14 F3D -24.8 612.6 -639.4 348.44 -66.23 358.44
15 RM 856.8 0.0 151.1 1555.29 137.00 473.06
16 R1A 856.8 0.0 151.1 1555.2; 124.00 473.06
17 OA 856.8 0.0 151.1 1555.29 -137.00 473.06
18 L1A 856.8 0.0 151.1 1555.29 -124.00 473.06
19 L41. 0.0 870.5 -22.4 1516.00 -149.87 459.00
20 M 0.0 870.5
-22.4 1529.00 -149.87 459.00
21 LX 0.0 870.5
-22.4 1542.00 -149.87 459.00
22 L1L 0.0 870.5 -22.4 1555.00 -149.87 459.00
23 R4R 0.0 -870.5 -22.4 1516.00 149.87 459.00
24 R2R 0.0 -870.5
-22.4 1529.00 149.87 459.00
25 R3R 0.0 -870.5 -22.4 1542.00 149.87 459.00
26 R1R 0.0 -870.5 -22.4 1555.00 149.87 459.00
27 L4U 0.0 0.0 870.0 1516.00 -132.00 480.50
28 L2U 0.0 0.0 870.0 1529.00 -132.00 480.50
29 LIU 0.0 0.0 870.0 1542.00 -132.00 480.50
30 R4U 0.0 0.0 870.0 1516.00 132.00 480.50
31 R2U 0.0 0.0 870.0 1529.00 132.00 480.50
32 R1U 0.0 0.0 870.0 1542.00 132.00 480.50
33 LO 170.4 291.8 X801.7 1516.00 -111.95 437.40
34 L2D 170.4 291.8 -801.7 1529.00 -111.00 440.00
35 OD 170.4 291.8 -601.7 1542.00 -110.06 442.60
36 R40 170.4 -291.8 -801.7 1516.00 111.95 437.40
37 R2D 170.4 -291.8 -801.7 1529.00 111.00 440.00
38 R30 170.4 -291.8 -801.7 1542.00 110.06 442.60
39 F5R -0.8 -17.0 -17.6 324.35 59.70 350.12
40 F5L -0.8 17.0 -17.6 324.35 -59.70 350.12
41 R5R 0.0 -24.0 -0.6 1565.00 149.87 459.00
42 L5L 0.0 24.0 -0.6 1565.00 -149.87 459.00
43 R5D 0.0 0.0 -24.0 1565.00 118.00 455.44





o FORCE (LB) a MOMENT (FT-LB)
F
X Y Z X Y Z
L4L 3.34 -1.66 27.17 -795.30 762.42 144.46
L2L 3.34 -1.66 27.17 -795.30 762.42 144.46
L3L 3.34 -1.66 27.17 -795.30 762.42 144.46
L1L 3.34 -1.66 27.17 -795.30 762.42 144.46
L4U 0.09 76.30 2.21 1859.90 94.21 -2932.80
L2U 0.09 76.30 2.21 1859.90 94.21 -2932.80
LIU 0.09 76.30 2.21 1859.90 94.21 -2932.80
L4D 40.19 26.59 225.66 -2475.50 8469.00 -645.46
L20 40.19 26.59 225.66 -2475.50 8469.00 -645.46
L3D 40.19 26.59 225.66 -2475.50 8469.00 -645.46
R4R 3.34 1.66 27.17 795.30 762.42 -144.46
R2R 3.34 1.66 27.17 795.30 762.42 -144.46
R3R 3.34 1.66 27.17 795.30 762.42 -144.46
R1R 3.34 1.66 27.17 795.30 762,42 -144.46
R4U 0.09 -76.30 2.21 -1855.90 94.21 2932.80
R2U 0.09 -76.30 2.21 -1859.90 94.21 2932.80
R1U 0.09 -76.30 2.21 -1859.90 94.21 2932.80
R4D 40.19 -26.59 225.66 2475.50 8469.00 645.46
R2D 40.19 -26.59 225.66 2475.50 8469.00 645.46
R3D 40.19 1 -26.59 1225.66 1	 2475.50 8469.00 645.46
C:
Table 3. Force and Moment Increments Due to Plume Impingement
(CG @ STA 1076.1, BL 0, A 375.0)















inhibited). Corresponding to each of these options is a Jet-select table
(Tables 4-6) which identifies the particular Jet or combination of Jets that
in -:.o be fired in response to each of the six RCS translational acceleration
t.om ands (+X, -X, +Y, -Y, +Z, -Z) and the six rotational acceleration commands
(+ROL, -ROL, +PCH, -PCH, +YAW, -YAW). The Jet select tables, which reside in
the disk files named " $JSV", "$JSP", and "$JSPZI", are not routinely available
for modification by the user. However, the HFR14P software system includes a
Jet-select editing processor that makes it possible to update the tables or to
provide additional options with little difficulty.
As indicated in Table 4 by the absence of any Jet designations for the
execution of translation commands, the V option ( vernier Jets) can be used only
far rotational control. The P option (Table 5) and the PZI option (Table 6)
can be used for translational and/or rotational control.
In the PZI option, no Jets are fired that would expel propellant directly
upward with respect to the Orbiter body. Translational acceleration in Ve
downward direction, if commanded, is achieved (at a comparatively high propel-
lant cost) by firing the +X and -X thrusters simultaneously. The cant angles
of the +X and -X Jet thrust lines produce a small net acceleration in the +Z
(downward) direction. This option normally is used only when the Orbiter is
maneuvering in the near vicinity of a payload that must be protected from Jet
plume impingement.
3.1.3 Shuttle Mass Properties
At MAT execution time, the user -defined mass properties of I-';-,e  Shuttlet
Which remain constant during HFRMP trajectory integration.
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THRUSTERS TO BE FIRED





+Z FM L4U 4U
-Z F1D F2D 4D L2D R4D R2D
+ROL L4D R4U
-ROL L4U R40
+PCH F1D F2D 4U R4U
-PCH F3U LO 4D





Table 6. Primary with +Z Thrusters Inhibited (PZI)
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+Z F2F F1F R1A IA












reside in the disk file named "W', where they are stored by the data-base
editing processor fDBED. The "1*" file contains 32 scalar quantities, of




























32	 MAT execution flag
Item 32 in the "1*" file is a flag that is tested immediately after entry into
MAT to determine whether a re-computation of the response matrices is
necessary. It is set equal to zero during initialIzation of the program disk,
and thereafter (by the appropriate editing processor) when the contents of
11 1 *11 9 "$JFT", or any jet-select table are changed in any way. It is set equal
to 9 by MAT upon completion of the computation and storage of the response
matrices.
3.2 OUTPUT DATA
The output of the %RMAT link consists of eight 1242 matrices, each corre-
sponding to a particular Jet select table and a particular mode of RCS cross-
84
arm	 ?^.;	 :r
coupling compensation, and each stored in a separate disk file as indicated in
Table 7.	 The compensation modes available to the HFW user are designated
NONE (no compensation), ROT (rotational compensation only), and FULL (rota-
tional and translational compensation).	 In any given flight profile segment,
the HFR14P user may choose any Jet-select option in combination with any com-
pensation mode, except y with FULL.	 Full compensation is impossible with the
vernier jets, and the compensation mode is internally defaulted to ROT when
•
such a combination is specified by the user.
Tables 8-10 show typical response matrices for the P Jet-select option
s
and increasing degrees of cross-coupling compensation.
	 For purposes of illus-
tration, each matrix was transposed and then partitioned into two 12x6 matrices
- so it could be printed conveniently on a single page. 	 Each column of the
^,. (untransposed) response matrix corresponds to a particular translational or
v.	
f
rotational command.	 Rows 1-3 contain the body-axis components of the steady-
! state linear acceleration, and rows 4-6 contain the components of angular accel-
eration.	 Rows 7-12 contain RCS propellant consumption rates, broken down
- according to source (forward, aft left, or aft right tanks) and control function
(translation or rotation).	 The computations that produce the results shown in
Tables 8-10 are described by the flow chart shown in Figures 20a through 20g,
wherein the symbols [U], [R], and [F] represent the uncompensated, rotationally
f
compensated, and fully compensated response matrices.
3.3	 COMPUTATIONS
It will be noted that six small rectangles, each enclosing a pair of
acceleration components, run diagonally across the upper partition of the
`	 .. matrix shown in Figure 8.	 The components thus enclosed represent the uncompen-
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rotation commends. All other components of acceleration represent "extraneous
responses", commonly referred to as "cross-coupling effects". that arise
from the canting of certain jet centerlines away from the body axes, uneven
moment arms, and plume impingement on the exterior surfaces of the Prbiter.
The details of the uncompensated response matrix calculations are defined in
Figures 20b and 20c.
The process of cross-coupling compensation can be explained in the follow-
ing general term . Assume that the jets activated by a given "primary command"
P fire nontinuously for a long period of time at. The effects of extraneous
accelerations are nullified by intermittent firings of jets activated by
T 1	
"compensating commands". Let the accumulated firing time of the jets activated
intermittently by any particular compensating command K be represented by atK.
The ratio YK W dtK/ot is referred to as the "duty cycle" of the (jets activated
by the) compensating command.
The uncompensated response to the primary command (a column in the uncom-
pensated response matrix) we represent with the symbol [Ulp [(UI.P ) (U2.P ) ...
0129P)]T. The compensated response (a column in the compensated response
matrix is defined by the expression.
K
[C]P
 - [U]P + L Y K
 [U]K.
where the summation includes all the compensating commands that are required
to nullify the extraneous accelerations.
Rotational compensation. which involves the nullification of only the
extraneous anoular accelerations (see Table 9), is carried out in two phases.
The rotation commands themselves are rotationally compensated in the first
phase (Figure 20d), which is of necessity an iterative process. Successive
90
U
compensations introduce new extraneous angular accelerations, whose magnitudes
must diminish progressively if convergence is to be realized. Non-convergence
of this process implies that (given the input mass properties and the Jet-
select table under consideration) the attitude of the Shuttle can not be
cont„
 rolled, and an appropriate warning message is output.
The translation commands are rotationally compensated in the second phase
of rotational compensation (Figure 20e), This is a non-iterative process that
is simplified by use of the results from the first phase.
r	 Full compensation is achieved by nullifying the extraneous linear acceler-
ations that remain in the rotationally compensated matrix. Again, the process
is carried out in two phases. Starting with the rotationally compensated
matrix as an input (which eliminates the need to worry about compensation
commands producing extraneous angular accelerations) the first phase (Figure
20f) is devoted to the translational compensation of the translation commands.
f
	
This is an iterative process that is essentially identical to that defined in
Figure 20d. Likewise, the second phase of translational compensation (Figure
20g) is essentially identical to that shown in Figure 20e.
The computations are repeated for each of the three Jet select tables,
except that full compensation is not attempted with the vernier Jets. Appro-
priate warning messages (if any) are stored in the desk files along with the
response matrices.
The last executable statement in the %RMAT link causes the code of the
MIT link (Section 4) to be appended to that of the base link (#TRAJ), in the
region of computer memory formerly occupied by the MAT code. The HPL set
command is used for this purpose, which causes all data registers used by MAT
to be de-allocated (erased) before.execution control is handed over to %TNIT.
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Figure 20d. °RMAT Loqic Flow (cont.)
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Figure 20f. oRMAT Logic Flow (cont.)
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4. TRAJECTORY INITIALIZATION LINK (%TNIT)
The function of the %TNIT link is to initialize calculator memory in prep-
aration for trajectory integration. Elements of the user-supplied data base
(Appendix E) are read from appropriate disk files (where they will have been
stored by a previous execution of the #DEED processor) and processed as neces-
sary to define the constants and the initial state of the Shuttle/payload system.
4.1 FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS
4.1.1	 'JD'
The 'JD' function subprogram computes the Julian day number corresponding





p2 - month	 integers
p3 - day
4.1.1.2 Example of Usage
The instruction 'JD'(1980,4,2) 4 D would cause D to be assigned the value
2444332 (the number of the Julian daffy commencing at Greenwich noon on 2 April
1980).
4.1.1.3 Computations
Figure 21 is a flow chart of the 'JD' computational procedure, which was
taken from Reference 14.
^^ 
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Given the user-assigned mnemonic symbol which designates the desired type
of data plot. 'PLOTYP' returns the appropriate numeric code for internal use.
4.1.2.1 Argument List
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$
before 'PLOTYP' is executed.
4.1.2.2 Example of Usage
If the character string "CPLV" resides in P$, the instruction 'PLOTYP' ♦ I










4.1.3 'U I '
Given the user-assigned mnemonic symbol which designates the unit of
distance for data plots, the 'UNIT' subprogram returns the appropriate conver-
sion factor (the number of feet in the designated unit).
4.1.3.1 Argument list
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$
before 'UNIT' is executed.
4.1.3.2 Example of Usage




















Given the abbreviated name of a month, the 'MONTH' function
returns the appropriate month number.
4.1.4.1 Argument List
None. The abbreviated month name must be assigned to the st
P$ before MONTH is executed.
a
4.1.4.2 Example of Usage
x.
•	 If the character string " AUG" resides in Pa, the instructic
will cause the number 8 to be assigned to the variable M.
4.1.4.3 Computations
t












































Given the size of a square matrix stored columnwise in a one-dimensional
—_	 array, and the row and column indices of one of its elements, the 'C' function
)
returns the relative address (in the one-dimensional array) of the matrix
element.
4.1.5.1 Argument List
pl - Row index of matrix element.
p2 - Column index of matrix element.
P3 - Matrix size (number of rows - number of columns).
4.1.5.2 Example of Usage





















The instruction r(8 + 'C'(1,2,3)) -► A would cause the value of T 1,2 to be
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Given the row and column indices of an element in a svo metric matrix
whose upper triangular form is stored columnwise in a one-dimensional array,
the 'T' function returns the relative address (in the one-dimensional array)
of the matrix element.
4.1.6.1 Argument List
pl - Row index of matrix element.
p2 = Column index of matrix element.
4.1.6.2 Example of Usage
Assume the upper triangular form











1 rll 11,2 =12,1
2 r12 12,2
3 r13 11,3 = 13,1




The instructions 10 + 'T'(1,2) -►
 H; PH ). X would cause the value of I 1,2 0 I291








,T/(PI I PA) ,
M.x ( 0 1 , P2. ) -w- P3 1
r
Figure 26 'T' Function Subprogram Logic Flow
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4.2 MATRIX DIAGONALIZATION SUBROUTINE ('DIAG')






for [R] and [D], where [D] is a diagonal matrix (one whose off-diagonal elements
are all zero, within some specified tolerance).
4.2.1 Argument List
•	 pl - Order (size) of the input matrix [M].
p2 - Address of the input matrix [M], stored columnwise in upper tri-
angular form.
p3 - Address of the diagonalized output matrix [D], stored columnwise
in upper triangular form.
p4 - Address of the square (pl x pl) output matrix [R], stored columnwise.
p5 - Tolerance on the maximum squared value of D i.j , where i#3
 (this input
is optional; if not supplied by calling routine, it will be calculat-
ed by 'DIAG').
4.2.2 Example of Usage
Assume that the upper triangular form of the Shuttle's inertia tensor
[I]B (referenced to the body coordinate system B) is stored columnwise in
registers HO - r15 as illustrated in Section 4.1.5.2. Then the instruction
c1l 'DIAG'(3,10,10,1) would cause [I] B to be replaced by [I]P (the same inertia
tensor but now referenced to the coordinate system P, whose axes are the
principal axes of inertia). Upon return from 'DIAG', the registers rl - r9











 I = Kp,
where A is any arbitrary vector.
Ir
4.2.3 Computations
The method used to find the matrices [D] and [R] is of the type known as
•	 the Jacobi method (Reference 15). This consists of a series of matrix rotations
of the form
( 	 [D] _ ([R] 1 [R ]2 .	 ) [M] (	 [R]2T[R ]1T)
where each [R]k
 is selected so as to cause one pair of off-diagonal elements
to be zero after the k th rotation. An initial trigger level, 6, is computed
from
6 s1/'a/ c
where a is the sum of the squares of all off-diagonal elements and C is the
order of [M]. The square of each off-diagonal element of [M] is compared to
6. When an element is encountered whose square is larger than 6, the matrix
[M] is rotated so as to cause that off-diagonal element to be zero.
For example, suppose that the square of the (i,j)th element of [M] is
greater than 6, then [M] is rotated by [R] 1
 to get [M]' wh,ire
I	 MT J]=M'O, i ]=0
The matrix [R] 1 has the form
114
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Rl[i oil - Rl [j .j ] = cos 0







Rl[j,i] - sin m
and all other elements of [R] 1 are identical to the unit matrix [1]. Rotation
with [R] 1 , i.e.,
[MP - [R]l [M] [R]T
gives rise to the elements
M'[i,i] - M[i,i] cos2 0 + 2M[i j] sin m cos 0 + M[J,j] sin2
 m
M'[J,j] - M[i,i] sin2 m - 2M[ij ] sin # cos m + M[J j ] cos 2
 0
M'[i,J] - M'[3,i] - (M[J,j] - MOOD sin m cos m
+ MD 'A (cos2 f - sin2 #)	 ,
from which it can be seen that
M'[i.J] - M '0113 - 0
provided 0 is selected such that
tan 2 m - 2M[i.j]/(M[i.i] - M[J.j])
After this rotation, scan of the off-diagonal elements continues using
now, however, [M]'. It is true that any one rotation will cause other off-
diagonal elements which were zero 0 become non-zero, but the trend is to re-
duce all off-diagonal elements to small numbers.
When the scan of all off-diagonal elements has been completed, the trigger
level a is reduced by dividing it again by C, and the process is repeated
115
runtil a is less than a pre-set tolerance. The programmer may include this
tolerance in the argument list or he may let `DIAL' set the tolerance for him.
This process is shown in detail in Figures 27(a) and 27(b).
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The kTNIT computations are described by the flow chart contained in
Figures 28a through 28g. The memory allocation table in Appendix D will
have to be consulted for the purpose of correlating the symbols appearing in
E
	
the flow chart with the r-register numbers appearing in the HPL code, which
h
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Figure 28d.	 TNIT Logic Flow (cont.)
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Figure 28g. i-TNIT Logic Flow (cont.)
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5. ORBITER GEOMETRY LINK (SSSVU)
The function of this link of the #TRAJ processor is to plot an end and/or
a side view of the Shuttle Orbiter profile. It is executed only when the user
specifies RSBY (Rectangular Shuttle Body-fixed coordinates) for the plot type,
in the graphics data file (see Appendix E.3). In addition, it draws dashed
lines that represent the nominal limits of visibility (through the overhead
T	
and aft windows) from the on-orbit pilot's control position. 'The code (Appen-
dix C.4) is straightforward, for the most part consisting of HPLlit commands
followed by the station coordinates (measured in inches) of the points that
define the end and side profiles of the Orbiter. Typical Orbiter profile plots




6. FLIGHT SEGMENT INITIALIZATION LINK NSNIT)
1
The WIT link is called into memory and executed at the beginning of
(	
every flight profile segment. Each time it is executed, it reads a new flight
segment definition (see Appendix F) from file number 1, to which the name 117*"
has been assigned in the %TNIT link.
After each new flight segment definition is read from disk, appropriate
processing of the new input data is performed in preparation for state variable
propagation through the ensuing flight segment. The propagation itself (in-
volving numerical integration of the equations of motion) is performed by the
f	 %PROP link (Section 7). Upon completion of the segment initialization process,
execution control is passed to %PROP by means of a chain instruction that
(-
	
causes the SSNIT code to be replaced by that of %PROP.
l	 Trajectory integration is terminated (i.e., %PROP is not called into
memory) when an end-of-file mark is encountered during the attempt to read a
new flight segment definition. If a payload solid rocket motor (SRM) burn has
been simulated, the Particle Impact Damage Integrator Processor (NPIDI) is
called into memory immediately after the termination of trajectory integration.
Otherwise, the user is asked whether he wants to start a new run. If the
answer is yes ((C 	 ), the Data Base Editor Processor (#DEED) is called
into memory. If the answer is no, (®, CONTINU ), program execution is




Given the user-supplied mnemonic symbol that designates an attitude-
maintenance option, 'KAM' returns the appropriate numeric code for internal use.
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}6.1.1.1 Argument List
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$
before 'KAN' is executed.
6.1.1.2 Example of Usage
If the character string "LVRH" resides in P;. Oe instruction 'KAN,_  K







Given the mnemonic symbol that designates a Shuttle RCS jet-select table,
'JSEL' returns the appropriate numeric code for internal use.
{
6.1.2.1 Argument List
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$
before 'JSEL' is executed.
6.1.2.2 Example of Usage
i
f
	 •	 If the character string " P" resides in P$, the instruction 'JSEL' =







Figure 30 'JSEL' Function Subprogram Logic Flow
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6.1.3 'COMP'
Given the mnemonic symbol that designates a Shuttle RCS cross-coupling
compensation option, 'COMP returns the appropriate numeric code for internal
use.
6.1.4.1 Argument Li:t
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$ be-
fore 'COMP' is executed.
6.1.3.2 Example of Usage
If the character string "NONE" resides in P$, the instruction 'COMP - ►
 C








P	 = NONE ret o
P^	 = ROT	 ret i
Pg ^=FU^LL re t' 2
ret —9
Figure 31 'COMP' Function Subprogram Logic Flow
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i6.1.4 'KTOMS'
Given the mnemonic symbol that designates which (if any) of the Shuttle
OMS engines are to be fired firing a given flight profile segment, 'KTOMS'
returns the appropriate numeric code for internal use.
6.1.4.1 Argument List
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$
A
before 'KTOMS' is executed.
6.1.4.2 Example of Usage
If the character string " L+R" resides in P$, the instruction 'KTOMS' -i K




















Given the mnemonic symbol that designates a Shuttle RCS thrust command,
'KTRCS' returns the appropriate numeric code for internal use.
6.1.5.1 Argument List
None. The mnemonic symbol must be assigned to the string variable P$
before 'KTRCS' is executed.
6.1.5.2 Example of Usage
If the character string "+ROL" resides in P$, the instruction 'KTRCS' - ►
 K
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HFRMP input data files contain three general types of data: non-integer
numbers, integers, and mnemonic symbols (character strings). Given the item
number of an entry in a flight segment definition (see Appendix F), 'DATYP'
returns a numeric code which identifies the type of data so that it can be
printed in the appropriate format. 'DATYP' also loads the appropriate
identification text for the data item into the string variable B$, and the
description of its unit of measurement into the string variable U$.
6.1.6.1 Argument List
pl = Item number in the flight segment definition (see Appendix F).
6.1.6.2 Example of Usage
i
The instruction 'DATYP'(1) -►
 I would cause I to be assigned the value 1,
the character string "SS XB RATE OR INCR ......................" to be loaded
into B$, and the character string "DEG/SEC
	 " to be loaded into U$.
6.1.6.3 Computations
The 'DATYP' code, which is straightforward and has no effect on trajectory




6.2 SEGMENT DEFINITION LISTING SUBROUTINE ('SLIST')
The 'SLIST' subroutine is used to list each flight profile segment defi-
nition on the output line printer, immediately after it is read from the disk,
in the format that is illustrated in Appendix F. The 'SLIST' code, which is







The UNIT computations are described by the flow chart contained in Figures
34a through 34f. The memory allocation table in Appendix p will have to be
consulted to correlate the logical symbols appearing in the flow chart with the
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Figure 34a. %SNIT Logic Flow
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wFigure 34d. %SNIT Logic Flow (cont.)
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7. STATE PROPAGATION LINK NPROP)
	 (% 0 
The function of the %PROP link is to propagate the skkate of the Shuttle/
payload system through a single flight profile segment. Digital output data
 describing the state of the system are printed at the beginning and the end of
the segment, and at user-specified intervals between these two points. If the
user has specified "RSBY" (Rectangular Shuttle Body-fixed coordinates) or "CPLV"
r	 (Curvilinear Payload Local Vertical coordinates) for the PLOT TYPE (in the
t	 graphics data file, Appendix E-3), then the appropriate graphical data are
also plotted at each data output point. Upon reaching the end of the flight
profile segment, %PROP passes execution control back to %SNIT.
1 1	 7.1 ROTATED-ELLIPSE PLOTTING SUBROUTINE ('RELIP')
(	 When the user selects the "RSBY" plot type, %PROP draws one or two pictures
of the payload (depending on how many views are specified) at each data output
point. These pictures represent orthogonal projections of the payload's
cylindrical outline into the X-Z and/or the Y-Z planes of the Shuttle's body
axes. The pictures are composed of straight lines (corresponding to the sides
of the cylinder) and ellipses and elliptical arcs (corresponding to canted
views of the circles that represent the ends of the cylinder).
The ellipses and elliptical arcs are drawn by using the HPL ofs instruction
to move the origin of plotter coordinates to the appropriate point on the
HP-9872A plotting surface, and then by calling 'RELIP' to draw an ellipse (or
portion thereof) about the offset origin. The geometry of the ellipse, refer-




Figure 35.	 'RELIP' Ellipse Geometry
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7.1.1 Argument List
pl - a = Semi-major axis of ellipse.
P2 = b = Semi-minor axis of ellipse.
p3 = E  = Eccentric anomaly of first point on elliptical arc.
p4 = AE = EL - EF , where EL
 = eccentric anomaly of last point on elliptical
arc.
P5 = Number of chords to be drawn between the first and last points, for
the purpose of approximating the true arc.
p6 = cos e , where e = ellipse rotation angle, measured from XPLOT axis
p7 = sin a




7.1.2 Examples of Usage
Suppose that it is necessary to draw the upper half of the ellipse shown
in Figure 35, centered on the Shuttle body-fixed coordinates XB = 20, Z  - -50.
We will assume that the relationship between the HP
-9872A plot coordinates
(XPLOT' YPLOT) and the Shuttle coordinates (XB , ZB ) has already been defined
by the execution of an HPL scl instruction. We will further assume that the
lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively, reside in regis-
ters A and B. The values of cose and sine we assume to reside in registers C
and S, respectively. The necessary instructions for drawing the desired arc
are then pen; ofs 20, -50; cLl 'RELIP'(A,B 4 O,,r,N,C,S), where N is the number of
chords that are to be used to approximate the true shape of the semi-ellipse.
The 'RELIP' subroutine can be used to draw figures other than elliptical
arcs. For instance, the instruction pen; c1l 'RELIP'(R,R,0,27r,40,1,0) would
cause a circle of radius R (approximated by 40 chords of equal length) to be
drawn about the origin of coordinates. If this were followed by the instruc-
tions pen; c1l 'RELIP'(R,R,,r/2,27r,3,1,0) an equilateral triangle would then be
inscribed within the circle.
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7.1.3 Computations
The coordinates of any particular point P, on the ellipse shown in Figure
{	
35, are given by the equations
X
PLOT - a cosE cose - b sinE sine
and
•	 YPLOT ° a cosE sine + b sinE cose.
As indicated by the flow chart in Figure 36, these equations are embedded in a
•	 loop and evaluated at regular intervals of E. The elliptical arc is approxi-
mated by drawing straight lines (chords) between the points thus defined.
Since a great number of chords may be required to obtain an accurate
approximation of the true arc, the trigonometric identities
sin (E + 6E) = sinE cos 6E + cosE sin 6E
and
cos (E + 6E) = cosE cos 6E - sinE sin 6E
are used within the loop. This avoids repetitive references to the sin and cos
functions, which could result in excessive execution time requirements.
It should be noted that the 'RELIP' subroutine makes use of the volatile
simple variables (H,I,J,K and W,X,Y,Z); therefore, values assigned to those
registers by the calling routine will be lost upon execution of 'RELIP'.
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H = NUMALR Or CHORDS TO BE DRAWN
I • COS J7E
J = SIN JE
X = cos E
Y = SIN E












7.2 FOURTH-ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE ('RK4')
The function of the'RK4' subroutine is to propagate the state of the
Shuttle/payload system across one integration time step, using the fourth-order
--	 method of Runge-Kutta.
7.2.1 Input Data
7.2.1.1 Argument List
pl - h - Value of time step.
7.2.1.2 Others
The 'RK4' routine calls 'DERIVS'; therefore, all the 'DERIVS' input data





'RK4' updates the contents of the extended array of state variables (r25-
r74), which will be referred to symbolically in this section as [X]. It should
be noted that time is one of the state variables in the HFRMP, and is integrat-
ed Just like any other state variable. It should also be noted that, although
the contents of the derivatives array (025-074) will change as a result of
executing 'RK4', the values that reside there upon return from 'RK4' do not
represent the true derivatives at the end of the time step. To obtain the
true derivatives, it is necessary to call 'DERIVS' again after executing
'RK4'.
7.2.3 Example of Usage
{
	




Let [X] represent the array of first derivatives (with respect to time)
of the state variables in the array [X]. Let [X] n represent the state of the
system at time tn , and [X]n+l represent the state at to+1 , where
h = to+l - to
is some relatively small time interval. Since [X] $ f([X]), then according to
the fourth-order method of Runge-Kutta we can write
•	 [X]n+l = [X]n + ([k] l 
+ 2[k]2 + 2[k]3 + k[4 1)/69
where
[k]1 = h f([X]n)
[k]2
 = h f([X] n
 + ^ [k]l)
[k]3 = h f([X] n
 + ^ [ k ]2)
and
[k]4 = h f([X]n + [k]3).
The error introduced into the system state by a single fourth-order RK
integration step is on the order of
d5 1XI h5
d t	 51
As a rule of thumb, it has been found in using the HFRMP that the integration
stepsize should always satisfy the relationship
h < 40 degrees/w
max-
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The symbol wmax represents the angular velocity magnitude, measured in degrees
per second, of whichever one of the four state -variable reference coordinate
systems (B,b,G, or g) is rotating most rapidly with respect to inertial space.
v	 That is to say, no reference coordinate system should ever be allowed to rotate
more than 40 degrees during a single integration step. In some cases it may be
necessary to reduce the single -step rotation limit to 20 or even 10 degrees to
achieve the desired integration accuracy.
A flow chart of the ' RK4' subroutine is shown in Figure 37. The [Y] array
is stored in registers 015-r224, and the [Z] array is stored in registers
r225-r274. Each quaternion in the [X] array (only) is normalized, each time
f
#	 that array is updated, by means of the computational sequence





The quaternion normalization procedure is never applied to the [Y] and the [Z]
arrays; to do so would introduce a systematic integration error.
^A
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The %PROP computations are described by the flow chart contained in Figures
38 a through 38h. The memory allocation table in Appendix D will have to be
consulted to correlate the logical symbols appearing in the flow chart with
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Reference A-1 defines a quaternion to be a mathematical quantity of the
form
QO + iQ l + jQ2 + kQ3	(A-1)
"+1
where Q0 , Q 1 1 Q2, and Q3 are real numbers and where the products of i, j, and
k are governed by the following conventions:
F
ioi - joj = kok	 -1,	 (A-2)
jok - -koj = i,	 (A-3)
koi - - iok = j,	 (A-4)
and
A
ioi = -ioi = k.	 (A-5)
In addition to having the properties of imaginary numbers, the quantities i, j,
and k also have the properties of unit vectors that are aligned with orthongo-
nal coordinate axes in a three dimensional space.
The circular symbol (o) which is used to denote the quaternion product is
adopted from the notation of Reference A-2. This symbol should not be confused
with the dot (•) that is used to denote the scalar product of vector algebra,
which is governed by the following conventions:
1 •i - j•j = k•k = 1,	 (A-6)
j•k = -k•j = 0,	 (A-1)








t	 It is worthwhile to observe also the similarities and differences between the
quaternion product and the vector cross product, which is governed by the
conventions
A	 A	 A
•	 i x i





 = i,	 (A-11)
.	 A	 A
kxi	 -i xk=J,	 (A-12)
and
A
i x j_ - j x i= k.	 (A-13)
A quaternion can be thought of as having a scalar part Q 0 , and a vector
part
	
= iQl + JQ 2 +kQ3 .	 (A-14)
Sometimes, then, it is convenient to express Equation (1) in its equivalent
form
I = QO + ^-	 (A-15)
(	 The sum of two quaternions is defined by
(PO+QO ) + i(P l 4Q I ) + j (P2+Q2 ) + k( P3+Q3 )9	 (A-16)
and their product by
A-3
 
,t .	 - ._	 ..	 __.	
_ ^+
PoQ - (POQO -
 
PA - P2Q2 - Ph)
+ i(POQ 1 + P 1 QO + P2Q3 - Ph)
+ J(POQ2 + P2QO + PA - P1Q3)
+ k(POQ3 + P3QO + P l Q2
 - P2Ql ).	 (A-17)
Equation (A-11) results from applying the distributive law of algebra along
with the conventions defined by Equations (A-2) through (A-5). It should be
noted that, in general, quaternion multiplication is not commutative (i.e.,
Po&). Except for the commutative property of multiplication, quaternions
satisfy all the requirements for the definition of a field.
The quaternion product of a scalar and a quaternion is commutative, and is
given by
S4 - ^OS - SQO + iSQ 1 + jSQ2 + kSQ3 .	 (A-18)
which follows from (A-17) when the scalar is treated as a quaternion whose
vector part is zero. In a similar vein, the product of a quaternion and a
vector if formed by treating the vector as a quaternion whose scalar part is
zero. This results in
^oQ - (-QIVI - Q 2V2 - Q3V3)
+ i(QoV I + QA - Q3V2)
+ J(QOV2 + Q3V1 - Q1'3)
+ k(QOV3





 _ (-V 1Q 1 - V2Q2 - V3Q3)
	
^V	 + i(V 1 Q0 + V2Q3 - V3Q2)
+ RV2Q0 + VA - VlQ3)
	•	 + k(VA + V l Q2 - V2Ql ).	 (A-20)
By examining Equation (A-17), it is seen that the quaternion product can
be expressed in the form
Irol = PA - F-q + P0 r + Vr
 +'F x	 (A-21)
which leads to a relationship,
V _ 1W - 2 Tr x ^,	 (A-22)
that is sometimes useful. Equation (A-22) shows that quaternion multiplication
is commutative whenever the vector parts of the two quaternions are parallel
to each other.
The conjugate of the quaternion = Q 0 + iQl + jQ2 + kQ3 is defined by
W = Q0
 - 1Ql - 3Q2 - kQ3 .	 (A-23)
	
{	 The norm of a quaternion is defined by the product
^O = Vo^ = Q20 Q1+ Q2 + Q3 .	 (A24)
A-5
A.2 COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
Quaternions that have a norm of unity exhibit properties that make them
very useful for transforming cuordinates from one Cartesian system to another
having a different orientation. Although the distinction is not made in some
of the relevant literature, a quaternion of this special class is more pre-
cisely known as a versor. In any event, it is well to remember that when the
word "quaternion" is used in relation to coordinate transformation or the
orientation of rigid bodies, almost always it refers to a quaternion whose
norm is equal to one (1.0). A convention of using lower-case alphabetic
symbcls to designate versors (unit quaternions) has been adopted in this
report. In other words, use of the symbology
q = qO + iq l + J q2 + kq 3	(A-25)
implies that
q2 + q2 + q2 + q3 = 1.	 (A-26)
According to one of Euler's theorems, any two Cartesian coordinate systems
F and G that hays a common origin can be brought into coincidence by rotating
F through some anSle a about a single fixed axis. That is to say, the angular
displacement of any Cartesian system G with respect to another Cartesian
system F can be described in terms of a rotation about a single fixed axis
which is usually referred to as the Euler axis. The orientation of the Euler
axis can be defined by a unit vector
d = d  = d  = id  + id  + kd 3	(A-27)
with components d l , d2 , d3 which not only satisfy the equation
C, J	 A-6
ld^+d2 +d3 = 1.
	 (A-28)
but which also have identical values in F and G. Assuming that the angle of
rotation is restricted to lie in the range 0 < a < 2n, the unit vector d can
be taken to define both the orientation of the Euler axis and the sense
(direction) of rotation according to the customary right-hand screw convention.
It can be shown (e.g., see Reference A-2 and A-3) that any vector V
having the form
VF = iV
FI + jVF2 + kVF3	 (A-29)
in coordinate system F can be transformed to its equivalent form
VG = iv GI
+ jVG2 + kV G3(A-30)
in system G by use of the equation
(A-31)
where
qFG = cos 0, a) + d sin 0,, a). 	 (A-32)
It should be noted that in this system of notation the unit vectors i, j, and k
are not associated with a particular set of reference axes. Instead, they are
understood to be aligned with the axes of whatever coordinate system is desig-
nated by the alphabetic subscript attached to the vector symbol. In this
connection, a vector symbol having no subscript represents an intrinsic physi-
cal value that exists independently of the system of reference. For instance,
the symbol V might_ represent the inertial velocity of one body with respect
to another, while V F represents just one of mapy possible quantifications of V:
namely, that resulting from the projection of V onto the axes of coordinate
system F.
A-1
^- .^;-m..•=--a=={'ter—='c-^'A^s°=^:.. :.,• :	 .- v	 -	 f^	
_	 ,.	 . ,
l
The double subscript FG in Equation (A-32) identifies the versor as being
the orientation versor which defines the angular displacement of coordinate
y tem G with respect to system Fr.
The inverse displacement (of F with respect to G) is defined by
qGF - qFG - Cos ('-Z a) - d sin (' a),	 (A-33)
and the inverse transformation of coordinates by
VF - qGF ° VG ° qGF'	 (A-34)
It is easily seen that the equations
VG qGF ° VF ° qGF	 (A-35)
and
VF - qFG ° VG ° 'rFG	 (A-36)
are equivalent to (A-31) and (A-34).
We now consider a third coordinate system H whose angular displacement
relative to G is defined by the orientation versor
qGH ° Cos ( 32 s) + e sin N R).	 (A -37)
Application of the coordinate transformation law yields
tAn alternate rotation that produces the same result is defined by
qFG - ' cos 
('Z n) - d sin ( 12 a), which represents a rotation through an angle
of 2Tr - a in the opposite (-d) direction. However, there is no need to con-







VH a qGH o VG o qGH
qCH o (qFG o 7F o qFG ) o qGH
(qGH o qFG ) o VF o (qFG o qGH),	 (A-38)
whence it follows that
m
qFH - qFG o qGH'	 (A-39)
The above result can be extended to any number of successive rotations. 7
instance, suppose that the body-fixed frame B of a spacecraft is displaced from
an inertial reference frame I by rotating the spacecraft first through a pitch
f angle a about Y-axis, then through a yaw angle * about its body-fixed Z-axis,
'	 and finally through a roll angle 0 about its X-axis. The total displacement is
defined by the quaternion product
qIB = [cos (Z e) + J sin N e)] o [cos N *) + k sin
	 o
[cos (Ij	 + i sin	 (A-40)
which, after carrying out the indicated multiplications, reduces to
q IB = ( Ce C^ C^ - Se S* S^)
+ i(Ce
 C^ S0 + Se S0 C0)
+ i( Se C^ Cm + C  S^ S0)
+ k(Ce
 S^ C^ - Se C^ S^)	 (A-41)
A-9
ti	 where Ce = cos N e), Se sin (11 e), CO cos (1, 0 9 etc.
The angles e, *, represent one of many Euler angle sets that can be
used to define the orientation of one Cartesian system relative to another.
Any relative orientation can be described by three Euler angles *
 representing
successive rotations about particular coordinates axes, taken in a specified
sequence; the only restriction being that the second axis of rotation must not
s coincide with the first or the third. Reference A-4 contains a useful
compendium of the relationships between versors, transfo:^:!_ion matrices, and




*Not to be confused with the single angle of rotation about the Euler axis
which produces the same result.
A-10
t'
A.3 TIME DERIVATIVE OF AN ORIENTATION VERSOR
If the coordinate system B is rotating with angular velocity F relative
to system I, the time derivative of qIB is given by
q IB = ? q IB o OB 	 (A-42)
or, alternatively, by
q IB =	 "I ° q IB .	 (A-43)
The consistency of Equations (A-42) and (A-43) with each other can be readily
verified by substituting the relationship
EB - q IB ° TI ° qIB	 (A-44)
4
into (A-42), which yields
q IB = 'i ( q IB o qIB ) o TI ° qIB	 (A-'15)
One of the major advantages of using a versor to define the orientation
of a rotating coordinate system lies in the fact that it has a finite deriva-
tive at every possible orientation (assuming of course that the angular velocity
_ is finite), thereby facilitating numerical integration of the differential
equations that govern the rotational motion of the system. Such is not the
case when Euler angles are used. No matter what rotation sequence is chosen,
it is possible for the derivatives of two of the angles to approach infinity
in the vicinty of certain critical orientations.
The problem of infinite derivatives can be avoided by defining the
orientation with direction cosines (i.e., the elements of a coordinate trans-
formation matrix); however, this requires the integration of nine real
A-11
lvariables as compared to four in the case of a versor. The integration of
direction cosines is further complicated by the necessity of maintaining the
normality and orthogonality of the transformation matrix, as defined by six
different equations among the direction cosines. In the case of versor inte-
gration, only a single ancillary condition of this nature is of concern: the
maintenance or normality as defined by Equation (A-26).
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78.1 SHUTTLE STATION (STRUCTURAL) COORDINATES
s
Shuttle Station coordinates are referenced to a Cartesian system that is
fixed to the Orbiter structure. The origin of the system lies in the plane of
symmetry at a point 400 inches below the cargo bay centerline and 576 inches
forward of the aft face of the forward bulkhead of the cargo bay. The X-axis
is parallel to the cargo bay centerline and positive in the aft direction, the
•	 Y-axis is normal to the Orbiter's plane of symmetry and positive to starboard,
and the Z-axis completes a right handed orthogonal system. The X coordinate is
referred to as the station (STA), the Y coordinate is referred to as the buttock
line (BL), and the Z coordinate is referred to as the water line (WL). This










X (STA) `'— CENTERwLINE
'^.
0.1^
Figure Bl, Shuttle Station Coordinates
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lB.2 PAYLOAD STATION (STRUCTURAL) COORDINATES
The Payload Station reference system is defined such that its coordinate
I	 axes are parallel to the Shuttle Station coordinate axes when the payload is
l'	 stowed in the Orbiter payload bay. The origin of the Payload Station coordinate
system is located in the center of the front face of the payload cylinder. This
f
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Figure B2. Payload Station ^wrdinates
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B.3 SHUTTLE BODY COORDINATES
Shuttle Body coordinates are referenced to a Cartesian system that is
fixed relative to the Orbiter structure, with its origin at the Orbiter CG.
The X-axis is parallel to the cargo bay centerline and positive in the forward
direction, the Y-axis is normal to the Orbiter's plane of symmetry and positive
to starboard, and the Z-axis completes a right handed orthogonal system. These
•	 axes are parallel to the Shuttle Station axes; however, the positive directions

















r	 B.4 PAYLOAD BODY COORDINATES
i
Payload Body coordinates are referenced to a Cartesian system that is fixed
relative to the payload structure, with its origin at the payload CG. The X-
4 ^.
axis is parallel to the payload longitudinal axis and positive in the Orbiter's
forward dirction when the payload is stowed in the Orbiter's cargo bay. The Y-
axis is normal to the Orbiter's plane of symmetry when the Payload is stowed in
the cargo bay, and the Z-axis completes a right-handed orthogonal system. This






Figure B4. Payload Body Coordinates
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B.5 RECTANGULAR LOCAL VERTICAL COORDINATES^.
Rectangular Local Vertical coordinates are referenced to a rotating
Cartesian system centered at the CG of an orbiting vehicle. The direction of
the Y-axis is opposite to the orbital angular momentum vector of the vehicle's
CG with respect to the center of the earth, the Z-axis points toward the center
of the earth, and the X-axis completes a right hand orthogonal system. This











Figure B5. Rectangular Local Vertical Coordinates
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tB.6 CURVILINEAR LOCAL VERTICAL COORDINATES
Curvilinear Local Vertical coordinates are referenced to the CG of an
orbiting vehicle. As shown in Figure B6, the X and Y components of position
are measured along the surface of an imaginary earth-centered sphere that
pas..0 through the CG of the vehicle. The Z component is measured normal to
the sphere, positive in the direction of the earth's center. These coordinates
are essentially identical with those defined in Section B.5 when the distance










Figure B6. Curvilinear Local Vertical Coordinates
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B.7 MEAN OF 1950.0 COORDINATES
Mean of 1950.0 coordinates are referenced to a non-rotating earth-centered
((
	 Cartesian system that is defined by the orientation of the earth's mean equator
l_	 at the beginning of the Besselian year 1950.0 (i.e., the Julian Date
2433282.423357). The Z-axis points in the direction of the earth's angular
momentum vector, the X-axis is aligned with the intersection of the equatorial
and ecliptic planes (positive in the direction of the sun as seen from the
earth at the time of the vernal equinox), and the Y-axis completes a right hand
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I
X-Y plane is Earth's equator of epoch
X is directed toward the mean vernal equinox of
epoch
Z is directed along Earth's mean rotational axis
of epoch and is positive north
Y completes a right handed system
Epoch is the beginning of Besselian year 1950
for the Mean of 1950.0 system or the date of launch
for the Mean of Launch system
Figure B7. Mean of 1950.0 and Mean of Launch Date Coordinates
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6.8 MEAN OF LAUNCH DATE COORDINATES
The Mean of Launch Date system of reference is also a non-rotating earth-
((
	 centered Cartesian system defined in exactly the same manner as the Mean of
1950.0 system, except that the oM entation of the equatorial plane is fixed at
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1171 32.174/x(0+39)+Gicll 'SXV'(Gr10910)
	 ^R	 '4( 1









1201 c11 'CRSP'(194#4)1c11 'VSUB'(169491)
1211 rI&+r1;r2/M+r2;r3iN+r3;c11 'IROT'(190+8090+136)




1261 r95+J;if J=O;for I=142 to 14710+rl;next I;eto +11
127t for I = 13 to 15; rI+RE I-129J3+rj;next I
1281 for I=136 to 138;rI+REI-1329J3+ rIInext I
129: for I=142 to 147 ; RE I-1359J3+ rl;next I;9to +8
130: "PLTHR " : 1+rl74;0+V + rl3+rl4+rl5 + rl64 ; if r119 =0;eto +7
131: r74+T; if T>R[ 2 3; 9to +6
132: 1+V; T-AE 1]+T; if T(=R[ 71; 9to +3
1331 RE73+X;A[83+Y;sreod 39RE739AE83iif T>R(7319to +0
134: (A( 8 3-Y) / (A( 7 3-X) +RE 6 3; Y-XA[ 6 3+A[ 5 3
1351 -(AE 5 3+TR[ 6 3)A[ 3 3+rl64+G; -32.174GR[ 4 3%r64+G
1361 for I = 13 to 15;Gr(I+103)+rI;next I
137: "ENDTHR":cll 'IROT'(1390+87913)
1381 for I=7 to 9;rI+r(I+3)+r(I+6)+r(I+0+123);next I
1391 "AMC":r(0+76)+A;if R=O;eto "ENDDER"
1401 if A = 1;far I=16 to 18; r(I+0+120)+rI;rje.xt. I; vto +9
1418 O+rl;-r(0+35)+r2;-r(0+131).'Rr2+r3
1421 ell 'IROT' ( 0+3690+8797);c-ll IVSUB' < 701 4)1e11 9C.F'SP ' o'4t13 ► 4')




147t ell 'GF,SP I (19797);ell I VADD 9 (49794);ell 'P.UT'(490+8794)
148: for I=16 to l^ti; r {I+0+120)-r(I-12) y rl ;ne;. t I
149: if Pl=1;;to " PLAMI"
C-6
#TRAJ Cont.
1591 *A"I" : for I n? to 910+rllnext I
151s for K=16 to 18IK-12+HI2H*JIJ-I+GIif rK(OIG+JIJ+I+G
1521 abs ( rK)+A;*bs(R(HsJ 1)+EIi( R >EIE+A11+r285
1531 .014+F;r99+C;r(H+92)+DIF+4r(AD)/E+T$Cint(T/C)+T
154: if T>eIT-F+S;84+Y+Z;sto +2
1551 C+T;T-F+SIEESS/16D-A48;6/obs(R[HsG])+Z;ZT/S+Y
1569 (A+B)/E+X;XT/S+W
157: for 1=7 to 9; 1-6-)HI rI +XR1 HP J 1+ZRE Ho G I+rl; next	 I




for 1=142 to 147;1-135+H;rl +WREH#J]+YREHtG l+ rl;next	 I
K ; cll	 'IROT' ( 7v87s7) ; clI	 9 VADD' ( 130#79130 >; q%o +5next
161: "PLANI" : for 1=191 to 163;rI - r(I-145)+rI;next	 I
162: ell	 ' POTO(16910501); -Lrl4rl; -Mr2+r2; -Nr3+r3
163: ell	 I lROT I ( 1q105 p 1) ; for	 1 = 1	 to 3 ; rl/2+Y
164: obs(Y)4XIX+Y+r(1+164)IX-Y+r(1+167)lnext
	 1
1651 "ENDDER" : for 1-7 to 9;r(1+0+123) + rI;next	 1
1661 r(0+34)4S4r(0+133)lr(0+35)+W;RWW-r94r(0+134)
167: (r7-2SW),'R+t- (0+135);O+r1;-W+r2lr8,^RW+r3
168s ell	 ' QDOT I (0+2591P0+125) I cll	 OQDOTO(0+29P0 +36P0+129);ret
169: "RUN"viiet	 "%F MAT" PI69
1?01 end
C-7
C.2 Response Matrix Computation Link (%RMAT)
09 "%RMAT(0403i24SEP79) "19to "RUN"
1: wtb 691111ist 06
it set ":TNIT"9091
39 RUN 91kd 1radlif f191119to +5
49 dim A[3]iB[32]PF[12t121+i[393iti(es12]
59	 dim L[33PU112s12I#R[12912]9T[7o441
' 61	 dim B$[15]PC$[12s4]9D$[25]9J$[3t4]9K$[5]
• 79 dim MS[4493]oP$[3].V$[80]tWS[80]isf9 11
8:	 "* WARNING:	 SS " +B$
c
a 92	 " CONTROL IMPOSSIBLE WITH "+D$




139 assn "$CMDID"+i;sread 1+C$
149 assn "$JFTM"rl ;for I = 1 to 44isread 19MS[Ilinext	 I
159 os9n "$JFT"t1;sread IPT[*]
169 assn "W'PlIsread loSE*]iif B[32]=9ieto "RMEND"





229 for T=1 to 3; di p " :RMAT" q J$[ T ]; j mP T
23: files $JSVP*Ugx4'R ;eto +3
(
24: files $JSPP*PP*PR9*PF;eto +2
25: files $JSPZIr *PZI9*PZIRo*PZIF
269 in* U9R9Fi""+V$+W$;sreod	 1+J[ *]
27: for C=1 to 12;for N=I to 8
28: J[ NP C ] -PM; if M=0; eto +13








301 for I=4 to 61 W-K 1+4 ])/12+rl; next I
311 -r4+r4i-r6+r6icil I CRSP I C491 M
321 for I=4 to 6;rI+TE7sM]r(I-3)+rl;next I
331 for I=1 to ME IsC]+rI+UE I9C];next I
341 M$E M I+P$
351 if P$El9l]="R" ; 9+I;4to +3




401 U[ I s C]+W+UE I s C]
41: next N
42: 32.174/8[ 1]+A;for I =1 to 3; RUE I s C]+UE I s C ]; next I
43: for I =4 to 6;U[IsC]+LEI-3 3; next I
441 Mat IL+A
45: for I =4 to 6;A[ I -33+UE I + C];next I
461 if T = 1;if C<7;®to +4
47: int((C+1)11 2)+P;4P-2C-1+S;if SU[P sC] >O;eto +3
481 B$&C$[ C ]&D$&J$E T ]&K$+V$; wrt 6.1 s V$; " '+V$
491 if C>6;8$VATT"8;D$&J$[ T ]&K$+W$
501 next C ;_F rt 2sU[*] sW$Iara U+R
51: if W$#'— ; 3to "REND"
52: for C=7 to 12;int((C+1)/2)4P
531 for 14=1 to 10
54: for H=0 to 1;4+(P+H)mod3+E
551 -R[EsC]+X,;2E+K;if X,d;K-1iK
56: X/ UE E s K]+Y;f or 1=1 to 12; R[ I s C]+YU[ I s 1.; ]+R[ I s C ]; nek:t I
571 next H;O+X
581 for H=0 to 114+(P+H)mod3+E;X+R[EsClt2+X
591 next H; X/ R[ P s C ]t 2+X; i f X< 1 e-8; gt o +2
C-9
^.'	 -:. y	 -. ^. .^..e.r,:: _.C.rsx..:dEO.-..	 _^ 	.	 .,....,_,.3.w.c^aLt+...e`.,^.^..,^:.,^... M^;,W.a
%RMRT Cont.
601 next Hl9to ♦2
611 4P-2C-i ♦Slit SRMCI>019to +2
621 B$VATT"&D$&J$[T XK$ +Wflwrt 6 . 19WSlara U+Ri9to "REND"
631 for H$8 to 114+(P+H)Mod3+E;0+R[EsCllnext H
641 next C
65: for C-1 to 6
" 661 for E=4 to 6
•
671 -R[EPCI+X;2E+K;if X>O;K-i+K
689 X•'RMKI+Y;for I=1 to 121R[IoCI +YR(l9KI+R[I9Cl;next	 I
69: 0+R[E9C]94 next E
709 if T=119to +3
711 int((C+i)r2)+P;4P-2C-1+S;if SR[PvCI>019to +2
F
=3 72: B$&"ROT COMP " &C$[ C l&D$&J$[ T l&K$+ V$1 wrt 6.1 P V$
^i 731 next C
74: "REND" : sprt 3+R[*39W$;if T=1;9 to "NEXTT"
75: are R+F
76: if WW" 19to "FEND"
77: if	 VS#'-'; 3t. o "ABORTF"
'8: for C=1	 to 6;int((C+I)/2)+P
79: for 14 =1	 to	 10
SO: for H=0 to 1;1+(P+H)mod3+E
81: -F[ Er C 34.'3 2E y b::; i f	 X>O;;t-1+1(
82: X./R[EPVI -PY;fur 	 I=1	 to	 1:;F[ I ,	 ]+'rR[I+k.]+F[I+Cl;next 	 I
k i
83: next H;O+X
84: for H=F, to
	
1;1+(P+H)mod3+E; X+F[ E g C lt2 +X
65: neat	 H;X/F[P,CItc+X;if	 X ,'fe-S ;ato +2
E6: next N;eto "ABORTF"
Y	 _ 87: 4P-2C-1+S;if 	 SF[P9CI<=01-3to "ABORTF"
c.
*S: for	 H=0 to	 1; 1 t (P+H) rit^d3-*E; O ;F[ E+ C l; ne,. t 	 H
89; ne xt C
C-10







908 for Cu? to 12
918 for E=1 to 3
928 -F[EoC]+Xi2E+Kiif X>OIK-I+K
938 X/F[EoK]+Yffor I =1 to 12;F[I#C]+YF[IPK]+F[I.* C]tnext I
943 0+F[EPC]inext E
958 int((C+1)i2)+P34P-2C-1+Siif SF[PsC](-0i gto "ABORTF"
968 next Ci gto "FEND"
978 "ABORTF"363&"FULL COMP"&D$&J$[T]&K3+W$
988 wrt 6.1901ara R+F
993 "FEND":sp rt 49F[*]9W$
1008 "NEXTT":next T
1018 9+8[321
1028 assn %*"+ 1; s p rt 1 +B[ * ]





C.3 Trajectory Initialization Link (%TNIT)
5
A• J
81 "%TN1T(1238e16OCT?9)"1v%o "RUN" y





i 61 rot p5-int(3int((p1+4900+p4)/100)/4)
78 "PLOTYP"s
8s if Pt="	 "; ret 8
9s if P$="NONE"fret 0
101 if PWRSSY"; ret 1
111 if Pta "C°1_V"; rot 2
121 rot -9
131 "UNIT"s
141 if P$="	 FT"; ret
	 1
153 if P$=" KFT"; ret	 1000
161 if P$-" NMI";rot
	 6076.115
171 if P$="	 M"; rot	 1/.3048
181 if P$="	 KM"fret	 1000/.3048
19s rot -9
201 "MONTH"t
211 if P$=" JAN"; Yet	 1
221 if P$=" FES"; ret 2
231 if PS=" MAR"; ret 3
243 • if PS=" APR"; ret 4
258 if P$=" MAY"fret 5
261 if PS=" JUN";ret 6
278 if P$=" JUL"; rat	 7
(
281 if PS=" AUG"; ret 8
291 1f P$=" SEP"; rot 9
C-12
MIT Cont.
301 it Pin" OCT"fret 10
311 it P:s" NOY"fret 11
321 if Pt=" DEC"fret 12
331 rot -9
341 "C"fret p3(p2-1)+pl-1
351 "T"Imax( p lo p2)+p31ret p3(p3-1)12+min(plop2)-1
361 "DIAL":O+W+X
371 for J=1 to plifor I=1 to J
381 'T'(IrJ)+Kip2+K+Hip3+K+KirH+rK+Y
+ 391 if	 I=JiW+YY+Wi1+r( p4+'C'(JrJs pl))ieto +2
401 X+2YY+XiO+r(p4+'C'(ItJppl))+r(p4+'C'(Jolopi))
411 next Iinext J
.421 if p0<5ir(W+X)/pllle6+p5
` 431 rX1pl+p6i0+p7+p8
441 for J=2 to p lifor I=1 to J-1





501 for K=1	 to p liif	 K=Iieto +4






57: next	 I i next	 Ji if	 08=1 i 0+081 •to +3





See P?+I ♦P?Iif W19919to .16
611 tnt *DIAG ERROR •"se1e.2r24wrt 69PIP61tat Irtt
621 *RUN*Ivtb 6elllif f191119to +5
63: din R[8]99[32]9G(I2I9R(129I2Is TE
641 din R$[992]tB$[40]sC$[2o4]9D$E39439ESES94]sF$E4o43
651 dim G$[3t4]oH$[8t3]ol$C69339J$E6o13oK$[80]oL$[4]otl$[6]oN$(63








741 "SMA" +H$I 111 "ECC"*H$( 2 It "INC" +N$[ 3 ]1 "RAN" +HSE 4 1
751 "ARG"+H$E5IVTRA"+H$[6!"HA "+H$[?];"HP "+HSESI
761 **PCH"+I$Ell;"YAW"+IS[2];'*ROL'*+I$[3]1"RXB"+I$[4];"RYi3"+I$[ 5];"RZB"-tl$E6I
771 '*X"+J$Elll"Y"+J$1211"Z"+J$1311"R"*J$[4];"S"+JS[5]1"T"-oJ$[6]
781 "+X "+0$EIII"+Y "+0$[2];"+Z "+O$[3];"-X "+O$(4];"-Y " .00U511"-Z "+0S[ 6l
79: "RFX"-oQ$Ell;"RLX"+Q$[2];**RR'rt"+O$[3]1"RAX"+QS[4]1"RX "+Q$(5];"0ML"+Q$E6I
801 "RFR"+P$Ell;"RLR"+R$[2];"RRR"+R$131;"RAR"*R$[4];"RR "-FR$[ 5]V0MR"+PS[6]
Sit '*RFT'*+S$l III "RLT "+S$[ 211 "W" +SU 3 31 "RAT" +$$[4 ]1 "RT ,-0S$E51I,'0MT*,+S1E6I
821 *son	 "*ID"9l;sr**d	 lvZSI**#TRAJ"-0Z$EI#5I
$38 bee0ent "ENTER TRAJECTORY ID TEXT" PKS;if flolVsto +0
84: 80-I*n(VS)+K;i(	 KuOlvt•o +2
851 for H a l	 to K;I,'$&"	 "+Ktlntxt	 H
861 fmt	 2.1 0 C-809 2/9 coo# /1wrt	 6qZ$qK$If`mt
$79 lkd	 ;r*d;8-vr285;i(/I80-pQ
%381 20925722+r23;1.4076469#16vr24
89: *ion "W' p l;sread IvBf*I;B(13*r39
C-14
x-.r..-^r+*•r,-...'?R°►':	 ,3T^plj^f7..., :.-^-*rrsay^-,...._ ..,	 ...
0
UNIT Cont.
901 B[ 2 ]+rl i B[ 3 ]+r31 B[ 4 ]+r6i -B[ S ]+r5i -B[ 6 ] ♦ r4i -B[ ? ]♦ r2




941 for I .1 to 3;06[1+13] + rlinext ];all 0231Q9( 1p2?8)
951 8[ 1?]/le3+r99;for I-40 to 4?;0+rllntxt I
961 assn "2*" p 1; srtad 1 r B[ * ]; B[ 1 ]+r64
5, 71 B[ 2 ]+rl $ B[ 3 ]+r3; B[ 4 ]+r6i -B[ 5 ]+rSi -B[ 6 ]+r4; -B[ 7 ]+r2
981 cll 'DIAL' ( 3t1.1o7);r1+r102ir3+rl03;r6+riO4icll 1 lMATQ1(7o105)
991 -8[ 8]/12+r109;8 [ 9]/12+rll0l- 8(103/124rllI
1001 -B[ l l ]/12+r282i B[ 12 ]/12+r283; -B[ 13 ]/12+r284
1011 8[ 14 ]/24+R+rl2O; B[ 1S ]/t 2+L+rl21
1021 ORR+rl22;2RL+rl23
1031 for I=65 to 7010+rlinext I
1041 assn " 3*"rlifor I = 1 to ll;srtad IvG[Il;ntxt 1
1051 fts (G[ 1 ])+Pt; • PLOTYP • +GI 1 ]; if G[ 1 ]=0i st . o +13
1061 fts (G[2])+Pt;1UNIT'+G[2]
1071 bee p;ent "READY TO PLOT ?"rl ;if flsl3=01sto +0
1081 Pclr;wrt 705r"i p540o876tl4778910030";Ptn# 21fxd 0
1011 scl 0+14+0x9;Ptn1 pIt 0o-.3;lbl K$
1101 G[ 3 ]+C; G[ 9 ] — CG[ 6 ]+Yi if G[ S ] =0i sto +4
1111 sc l 0o -140.09 -9C; of s -G[ 8 Is -G[ 9 I; G[ 8 ]-CG[ 5 ]»X
112.0
 ;,.ox 0•G[ iC+]+0•G[8]•G[ 11 ]i <a>: 0#-G[ 10I,0oX+C/I8#G[ III
1131 ),'ax 0r G[ 103o09G[919G[ 11 ]i •-ox 0o -G[ l9I,8oYsG[ 11 ]
1141 if G[ 4 ]=0; st o +4
1151 fcl 0+-14C90P-900fs -CG[5I-G[73#-G19];G17]-CG14]+X
1161 :cox OtG[ 16]+0•G[7]-C•'10+G[ 11 3;xax 0o-G[ I9I#0oX#G[ ii ]
1171 ,ax 0+G[ 107+0+G[9IvG[ I1 ];tax 0o -G[ IeIs0 p Y9G[ II ]; pen# 1
1181 4iln "W'ollir* ad lob(*]
1 191 61 1 3-T; f t s	 C{[: ]>+Pti • MCifiTH' +191 BI 3 ] +D
C-15









1271 assn "Wolion #nd 19"G02"I sr#ad i#B<+l
1281 "GO2"19153+r751BE183+ri88i8+r76+r94+r95+r181+r119
1291 assn "5* "91isr#ad IIBE*31fts (Kll)+Pi
1381 6076.115+TIr24+Giif Ptn "0M58"iTBE23+AIBE33+E19to +2
1311 TIDE 23+r23+Ai TOE 33+r23+Pl(A-P)i(A+P)+El(A+P)o,2+A
1321 A(1-E£)+PIQBE73+FiPP(1+Ecos(F))+Rir(G/P)Esin(F)+S
1331 QBE 5 l+r l i QBE 4 3+r2i QBE 6 3+F+r3








1421 W/2vr41-r4+r5i0+r6icll 1 3130 1 (490)icll 'QXQ'(25+0#25)
1431 r<(2/R-I/A)6-SS)^'R+r35$S+r341R•r33
1441 for lot to 31R9E1+83+rlin#xt I
1451 csl 1 231Q'(i#87)icll 'QXQ'(25967929)
1461 for I=3e to	 OSC I-233 ; riln#xt 1
1471 ,.11 ' DERIVS 1 ^'OM ,1180+60
1481 fts -9(121)+Ptiif Pt n" SLY"101 'R0T'(1 ► 67.4)icll 'VADD'(4936#36)





1591' for I n? to 12191 I-53♦rilnext I
1511 fts (9I 13)+Pti if P$ u *R8LV"i •to +4
1521 ell 'ROT'(198794)icll 'VSUH9(36r4r4)
1531 ell 'CRSP'(49794)icll 'VADD'(1094910)
1541 ell 'IROT'(T98'9T)ic11 'IROT'(1098T910)
1551 r9-r33+r9lrl2-r34+rl2
1561 ell 'CRSP'(19794)lcll 'VADD'(1094910)
1571 ell '1ROT'(7 ► 2597)ic11 'IROT'(10925910)
1581 r'DOTP'(797)+R+r59ic11 'CRSP'(T91M 4)
1591 r'DOTP'(494)+MIHiRR+W+r60
: 15At for I .4 to 61-rl/H+rli-r(I+3)/R+r(1+3)inext I
1611 - 9 DOTP'(1097)+r591c11 'CRSP'(49791)
1621 cll 'IMATQ'(1950)
1631 for ( n 1 to 31Q9(I+83+rlintxt Iicll 023101(19112)
1641 fts (6(83)»PSiif PS • " PLV"i9to +2
1651 ell 'QCXQ'(5092990)ic11 'QXQ9(®91129112)
1661 01 'QXQ'(509112954)
1671 for I=61 to 63106(I-483+rlinixt 1
1681 fts (6( 123)-Ps; 1f PS n " HSO"itato +6
1691 if PS•" PLV" i Pt o +3
1701 cll 'QC%;0'(2?*1490) X 11 'POT'(369094i
1711 cll I CAUL' -4-el oil'i1 vto +3
1721 cll ' DEF:I VS' # 0
1731 cll 'POT' e 1911294)IcIl "+OV- 4901901/
1741 ossn
1751 if G(1 3 u l i cho in " :SSVU" 9169








CA Orbiter Geometry link (%SSVU)
W "x8sW(t1O8i16sEPt!)"= •to
 "RUN"
It atb 6#11ilist Of
to stt "XSNIT"r O^1
31 " SYlf*tobs(int( p6)) +HIP5?H+Jlcos(J)+Iisin(J)+J
4: cos(p4)+Xisin(p4)+YiO+K
st p it PI+Xp30 p2+Yp31 if KnHi ret
61 JX+IY+WIIX-JY+XIN+YiK+i+KI9ta -1
73 "RUN" =dt p112GI2 3+Di DG(3 3+C
S3 Pon# 21 if Gt S 3RO1 •to "OYU"




131 ptnl plt 09261
141 pit 5300262
IS: p it S1009263
161 p it 54680300
171 p it 54680312
181 pit 5200+327
191 p it S130#336
201 p it $1259403
211 p it S1500399
221 p it 51'50 339
23= p1t S200 ► 403
241 Ali 52200412
231 p it 52410424
261 p !: 52320424
271 p it 52200422
281 p it $200-413





























481 if S(0;1+S;sto -35
49: Olt -549816
501 line 291;S15+X;484.8+Y;24C+Z
*i: Pen;Olt X9Y ;Olt Y,+SZcos(52)v +Zsin(52)
521 Pen ;Olt X9Y ;alt X+SZcos(119.5)9Y+Zsin(119.5);line
53: "SVU"s if G[ 4 3=0; sto "END"
54s Scl 0914C9099C;ofS CG[53+DG[7].DG[93
551 l iM -DG[ 7 39 CG[ 4 3 -DG[ 719 -DG[ 9 3 9 CG[ 6 3-DG[ 9 3
561 ofs 12r84-1076.7912r86-375















651 p lt 1600x418




708 p lt 15029441
711 p lt 1525+441
721 p lt 1550x442
731 p lt 1575x445
741 p lt 1598x453
751 p lt 1578x526
768 p lt 1550x51?
771 p lt 15259506
781 p lt 1500x489
791 p lt 1492x483
801 p lt 14829519
811 plt 15 76x 562
821 p lt 17009816
831 p lt 15934816
841 p lt 1325x548
851 Flt 1311lx540
861 p lt 13119533
871 p lt 1 _., 08x 524
6:81 p lt i^u7x516











951 p it 4729489














1091 p it 4149280
1101 Olt 4509278
1112 Olt 492+275























123: p lt 1300x261
124: plt 1350x264
125: p lt 1400x267
126: p lt 14509271
127: p lt 15009275
128: p lt 15509281
129: Ph 16809288
130: p lt 16139290
131: line 2x1;545.2+X1484.8+Y;24C+Z
132: pen; p lt XxY ; p lt X+Zcos(100)xY+:!sin(100)
133: pen; p lt XxY ; p lt X+Zcos(38)xY+Zsin(38)
1343 560+X!480+Y
135: pen; p lt XxY ; p lt X+Zcos(30)xY+Zsin(30)
1363 pen; p lt XxY; p lt X+395cos(-32)xY+395sin(-32);line







7rrzaw±^es ,^E^}'i".R`:'.R°a' ",7.,, ' :.,•""' ",!AAt`
	
".77
C.5 Flight Segment Initialization Link (%SNIT)
81 "%SNITt134&MCM)"tvto "RUN"
_	 19 wtb 6o11ilist 06
2: vet "%PROP"9091
3t "KPA"t
42 if P$="	 D"; rot 0
61 if P$=" IRH";rot 1
! 61 it P$-"LVRH" i ret 2
7: rot -9
; i 8: "JSEL"t
+ 9: if Psa "	 V"i ret 0{
101 if P$="	 P"fret 1
,(	 E 11: if P$=" PZI"i ret 2
- 121 rot -9
`.^
13: "COMP":
f 14: if Pt="	 "i ret 0
15: if Pt="NONVI ret 0
16: if P$=" ROT"3 ret 1
17: if PO"FULL" i ret 2
18s rot -9
19: "KTOMS"s
20: if	 Pt="	 "fret 0
21: if	 Pi="NONE"fret 0
22: if Pt="	 L"f ret 1
23: if	 Pt="	 R"3 ret 2
24: if Pt=" L+R" i ret 3
251 rot	 -9
26: "KTRCS"1
27: if	 Pt="	 " i rot 0
281 if Pt="NONE'l ret 0










301 if P$="	 -X"fret Z
311 it P$="	 +Y" i ret 3
321 if P$n "	 -Y"fret 4
331 if P$="	 +Z" i ret 5
341 if P$="	 -Z"Iret 6
351 if P$="+ROL"irtt 7
361 if F's="-ROL"i ret a
371 if P$="+PCH"iret 9
381 if P$= "-PCH"iret	 18
391 if P$="+YAW"iret
	 11
401 1f Pt=" -YAW "f ret	 12
411 ret -9
421 "DATYP" 1,irnp of
431 "FLT SEGMENT TYPE (PROP) ................. " +B$i" "+U$iret 3
441 "FLT SEGMENT	 LENGTH ...................... "+B$i"HHMM.SS "+U$iret	 1
451 "PRINT:PLOT	 INTERVAL ..................... "+B$i"HHMtl.SS "+U$iret	 1
461 "MAX	 INTEG	 STEPSIZE ...................... " +B$i "HHMM.SS "+U$iret	 1
471 "SS	 HERO	 FACTOR .......................... " +B$i" "+U$iret	 1
481 "SS RATE OPT	 ( INCRoIRPLVR) ............... " +B$i" "+U$iret 3
491 "SS	 XB	 RATE	 OR	 INCR ...................... "+B$i"DEG•'SEC "+U$iret	 1
501 "SS	 YS	 RATE	 OR	 INCR ............. 0 .... .... "+B$+"DEG='SEC "+Utiret	 1
511 "SS	 2B	 RATE	 OR	 INCR .............. 0 ... .... " +6ti "DEG:'SEC "-*US; ret	 1
521 "SS ATT MAINT OPT	 (DPIRH+LVRH)........... "+6$i" "+Ut3ret
	 3
531 "SS	 XB	 DEAD6AND .............. 0 ....... .... "+6$i"DEG "+U$iret
	 1
541 "SS	 YB	 DEADBAND .......................... "+B$i"DEG "+Utiret
	 1
551 "SS 28	 DEMAND.. ** ........ o..6.6 ........ 48s;"DEG "+U$ir•et	 1
561 "SS
	
RCS	 OPT	 (VrP+P2I) .................... "+B$i" "+Utiret	 3
571 "SS XC COMPENSATION (NONErROToFULL) ...... "+B$i" "+Utiret	 3
581 "SS	 OMS	 CMD	 (NOME+LrP.+L+R) ............... "+B$i" "+Utir•et.	 3







681 "PL AERO FACTOR ......... ................."+BSi"
611 "PL RATE OPT tINCR^IR^LVR)...•.........•.»+BSi"
621 "PL XB RATE ORINCR......."+BSi"DEG/SEC
631 "PL YB RATE OR NCR,
	
....... +B$I"DEG/SEC
641 "PL 28 RATE OR INCR ......................"+B$l"DEG/SEC
651 "PL ATT MAINT OPT (DrIRHpLVRH)..........."+BSi"
661 "PL THR TABLE (N0NE9IL9SAoSD)..449...99.6"+M "
671 "SLIST"1
691 fMt 192/ "FLT PROFILE SEGMENT"of 3.0




731 fMt 992/;f Mt
741 if pl>l;wtb 6911
751 wrt 6.l+ pl;wrt 6.2
761 for I=1 to p2; jmp 'DATYP'(I)
771 wrt 6.3+ I 9 B$9B[ I 1+U$; eto +3
781 wrt 6.4ol p B$ p B[II9U$;eto +2
791 fts (B[II)+P$;wrt 6.5919M M US
801 next I; wrt 6.9; ret
81: "RUN": r• o d;e•'180 +Q
821 T[ 6 7+1+T[ 6 l; 0+G[ 121; if T[ 61=1;1+G[ 121; ""+L$
831 24+L;on end 19"FIN"
e4: for I = 1 to L;sread 1+8111;next I ; cll 'SLISTO(T[61+0













...^•	 -.. max.. ,^.,^^:^_:^ . ^ ...^..,^




901 if J=11"*P"+M$1eto ♦2
911 "*P2I"+M$	 i




931 if C=01M$&"R"+N$leto +3
96: if C=11M$&"R"+M$+N$1eto +2
•	 971 M$&"F"+M$+N$
981 assn M2lsread 2a  RE*If W$
991 if 14$i1""ifmt /rc809/lwrt 6oW$ifm%
1001 fts (8[173)+P$i'KTRCS'+r95
1011 fts (8C161)+P$1 1 KTOMS'+r941if r94=0ietc +6
1021 (1318-1076.7)/12+r1i0+r2l(492-373)/12+r3
'	 1031 if r94=1188/12+r2
1041 if r94=2i-88/12+r2
1051 ell 'VADD'(1 ► 84991)1t'DOTP'(91991)+X
1061 for I=91 to 931rI/X+rl1next I





112: if P$="INCR";tor I=4 to 610+rlinext I1eto +3
1131 if P$="	 IR"ifor I=4 to 6ir(1 + 32)+rlinext I13t.o +2
`	 1141 ell 'POT'(1+87r4)iell 1VSUCi1(36+4r4)
1151 for I =4 to 61QB[I+33-rI+rlinext I
116: oxen N1 +2iar- eod 2s R[=39W$
1171 if WSW- 1frit / g c. 80+ /iwrt 6oW$ifrot
`	 (	 118: for F:=4 to 6i if rK=01 *to +6




1201 ftdix(0v r*1RI Ks C ] )+T
1211 for I=10 to 121 rI+TRI I-99C]+rllnext I
1221 for I=36 to 381 rI+TR(I-329C]+rllnext I
1231 for 1=42 to 471rI+TR[I-359C]+rl1next I
1241 next K




t 1281 for I=4 to 61-rI/H+rll-r(I+3)/R+r(I+3)inext 	 I





r 131: assn M$P21sreod 2sR[ *]
1321 B[181+r1001fts (8(237)+P$VIKAM'+r101
1331 fts (81241)+P$
134: if P$="NONE"V 9to +4
133: if	 P$="	 "; eto +3
136: if LW— Veto +4
137: fmt "SRM "rc49"	 IGNITION COMMAND IGNORED "P.1 wrt 6+P$Vfrnt
138: if	 r119#0VfMt	 "SRM "+c4o" BURN CONTINUES"9• • Vwrt 69L$;fmt
139: 'to +8
1481 P$+L$
141: for	 I=1	 to 4; if	 F$[ Ir I ]_"
	
";next	 I
1421 "00"L.Pt[ 1 + 4 ]+FJt; Nt[ 3r 6 ]-P3
1431 assn Nt+3;;read 3rA[27+A[37+A[47PA(83
1441 r74+A[ 1 ]V r74+A[ 2 ]+A[ 2 ]; A[ 8 ] •► nI 5 ]; O+At 6 ]+A[ 7 ]
145: 1+r119+r116;0+r117+x118
14a: usen "8+"r5;sart	 51P$1Y.$
1471 ell	 'DERIVS'(1);0/180+0





C1511 if PW INCR"ifor I=4 to 610 ♦rIinext Iivto +3
1521 if P!="	 IR"ifor I=4 to 61r(I+57)+rl1next Iivto +2
1531 ell	 1 ROT 9 (1#112#4)1el1	 1VSUB0(6le4o4)
1541 for I=4 to 610BEI+161-rI+rlinext	 I








1591 for 1=1 to 3irIi2+Yiabs(Y)+X
•	 1601 r(I+64)+X+Y+r(I+64)ir(I+67)+X-Y+r(I+67)inext	 I
1611 chain "%PROP"P169
1621 "FIN"sif	 r119 a019to +3
1631 fMt "SRM "rc4s" STILL BURNING AT TRAJECTORY TERMINATION "+2i1wrt
 6#L:
1641 sort 5 p "and"
1651 fMt 2/ti:'80r2 f re80#2/iwrt	 6 ► ZSoK$
1661 for I=l to 31beeoiwait 500inext 	 I
1671 if LW-1vet "01111"





CA State Propagation Link (%PROP)
Al O WROP(1193460CM)"11t0 "RUN"










61 for I =25 to 74irl + r(I+130) +r(I+200 ) lnext I
91 cll 'DERIVS I M Icll ODERIVS'(i)
101 for I =25 to 741r(I+150) +p3r(I+100) +rlinext I
111 for K=0 to 25 by 251for J=25 to 29 by 41J+K+HiO+W
121 for 1-0 to 3;W+ r(I+H)t2+Wlntxt llrW+W
131 for I=0 to 3ir(I+H)/W+r(I+H)intxt Iintxt A next K
141 if p5=41 ret
151 for I=225 to 274lrl+ p4r ( I-100) + rlinext I
161 if p5=l i p2/3+p411to +3
IN if p5=2l p2+p31•tt o +2
181 p2/6+p3lfor I = 173 to 2241r(I+50)+rlinext I
191 p5+i+p5l gto -10
I	 201 "RUN"$ rod10+T[ 71
211 fMt 192-' r "+ET = "+f10.39" HHMM.SS "9/
221 fret 2+G2+"$"+ c4rt9. 1rG4rf8.l rc4+f$ .2+c4 +t8.2rG4•t^;.^+C.4rf$.2+c4
231 # pit 3+: c+" $ "+ 4rf9.1rG49f8.S+G49f 8.2+64 +f$.29c49t$.L +G4rf8.2rC4
241 fret 49c29":"rc49f9.2rc49f8.29t4rf8.29c4+fS.3+c49f8.39c41f9.30c4
231 fret 59G29" :" rc4r410. 2 9 c2+f9.29c29f9.29c2r f10.29t39f10.29c3+f10.29c3
26: fort 6rc29 "$ " 9c49f i8. 09c29f 9.09c2rf9.09c2rt 10.29c3+f 10.29c3rf 10.2+c3
271 frrt 7 9c2+":"+ c49tiO. Orc29t 9. 2rc29f 9.2+c.2+fi0.2rc39f10.39c.39f10.3+c3






300 "PRINT'Sif TC?3nod2 n01wtb 6011
311 wrt 6.10H11999070
320 cll 'DERiV IM11800940
331 it r285N81tat "*** RCS CAN'T CONTROL 88 ATT "9.,iwrt 61tnt 10+r285
341 for I nl to 31rl+r(1+174)intxt I




391 w/2+r4i-r4+r510+r6icll 9 3130 1 (4r7)icll 'QXQC'(2597v1i)
401 cll 'QXQ'(19+11s7)icll 103139(bol)
411 Q'ANGi'(r4) +NiQr5+llQ'ANGi'(r6-F)+J
421 6876.115+TiQF+f






491 RR(2fR-i/A-SS G) +PiSr(P/G) +YiP/R-1+X
S01 r(XX+YY)+El'ATN1'(Y9X)+F
511 r6+6(1-7DD,6)Ni2P+UlrS-VCDMi2RR+Ior4-BCNi4P+H
521 0I+I109ANG11(H)+NiQ'ANG1' (U-F) +JiQF+F
531 ( A(i-E)-r23)/T+Pi(A(1+E)-r23)/T+A
341 wrt 6.2oAtt1]•C$(2] rArH:177tPrH$t8]oIoHSt3]rt4rHtt4]oJ+HS(5)rF.HSt6]
551 wrt 6
561 "SSROT "Bcll 1 0,:0'(19929e7)icll 002310(7#4)
571 Qr4• II Qr5+JiP'At4G1'(r6)+KlOr36+XlOr37+YiQr38+Z
581 wrt 6.49Att17•Dtt1]oI•Ifti]• Joltt2]. Kol$(3]9XtlS(4]•Y9ISt5loZoISt61









631 "PLROT"t c t l ' DER IVS' (1)119VI+Q
648 for I •l to 3irl+r(I+1T7)inext I
658 for I n7 to 9irt+r(I+181)inext I
668 oll ' QXQ'(19i54r7 ) lcll '0231'(7 4)
s
678 Qr4+llQr3+Jl9'ANG1'(r6)+KIQr61+XIQr62+YlGr63+2
688 art 6.4rA$t23rD$tl3olol $tl3oJr ia 23oKol$t33oXol$[43oYol$C53oZtl$t63
698 cll 'ROT'(19112pi)Ic13 'VSU8 9 (61slt?)Icil 102319(112oO
788 Qr4+liQr5♦JiQ'ANG1'(r6)+K$Gr7+XlQr9+YIQr9+Z
718 wrt 6.41ASt2) / D$(33slpl Stl3oJ9l $[ 23oKol $133iXol $t43rYol$t53r2.18163
728 wrt 6
738 cll 'QCXQ'(50#25#8)iif Gt1302isto +9
748 it Gt 123n0i 1+Gt 1231 •to +8
758 "CPLV": GC 2 3Gt 3 PSI GI 2 3Gt 9 3+T
768 cll '02130(0r4)1-r4r58+r7ir5r58+r8ir58-r33+r9
778 for L=0 to li if G15-L 3n019to +4
788 scl 0r-14S90i-9SIGt23G18-L3+X+Waif L n l$W+SG(53+W
798 ofs -Wo-Tllin XsX -SGt5-L3sToT-$G(63




841 cll	 'ROT'(13#0#13)lcll	 9ROT'(16v8ol6)
851 cll	 'vsu9' , l397s13)lcll	 'VSUB'(16910.16)iif 	 rll9.0i'to +12
861 "PLSM50"Ecll	 'ROT'(199e8 p l88)icll	 'V£UB'(188+1859188)
871 cll	 'IROT'(ll6#5491)icll	 'IROT'(lr1991)
881 sort S. r74-A( 13# ri64i rl # r2@ r3







901 all 0 1ROT'(16#23s4)tcll 0IROT'(4o19oO
!11 sore 6t rl t r2t r9 ► r4 r r3 ► r6
928 art 6.6oASt23 ► Efls3ortoJS(13•r2oJK23rr3oJ$t33 ► r4rAtt4l#r3 ► AK33 ► r6 ► Att63
i
	
931 ell 1 I1tOT'(I08 ► 25 ► 1)Ic11 '1ROT'(61991)
f
	
941 sort 3 ► rIvr2 ► r3
951 it r?'4(0t2319%o +2
961 sort 3 ► "tnd•I0+r1I9
9a
!}1
	 971 "PLTRAN"stor t al to 31r(1+12)+rllntxt 1
991 ell 'CR'SP'(175 ► 1 ► 4)lcll 'VSU90(16#4 ► 4)
991 wrt 6.6rA$t23 ► E:123 ► ri ► Jft13 ► r2 ► J$t23 ► r3 ► J•t33rr4 ► A$t43 ► r5oR$t53 ► r6 ► At(63
100# ell 'IROT'(36 ► 87 ► 7)ic11 'VSUB'(173 ► 7 ► T)
1011 ell 'CRSP'(7 ► 1 ► 7)Ic11 'VADD'(40 M
1821 ell 'ROT 9 (1 ► 87 ► 1)Ic11 'ROT'(4 ► 87 ► 4)
1838 art 6.6 ► ASE23 ► E=t13 ► r1 ► J:113 ► r2 ► JK23 ► r3 ► J$E33 ► r4 ► Ast43 ► r5 ► A:t53 ► r6 ► Att63
1041 wrt 6
1051 c11 'QCXQ 9 (54.29 ► 181)tit Gt13N119to +13
i36t it GI 123-011+Gt 12319%o +14
1071 "R88Y•8Gt23GE33+81Gt23Gt93+Tirl28+Ai-rl21+rl8i0+r11+rl2
1088 ell 'ROT'(109.18i ► 7)icll 'ROT'(10 ► 181 ► f0)
1091 for L•0 to liit Gt3-(.3 n8i9to +10
1108 scl 0 ► -14S909-9SIG(2)GCS-L3*X*WIif L-11W+SG(53+w
1118 ots -No-Min Y. ► X-SGt5-LI9T ► T-SGt63
1121 ots r'2-L) ► r3;olt 0 ► ointnlcll 'PELIP'tS•,20 ► S.'.'O+o.2.2a ► 3.1.0);ron
f13t r^fl-L>+U#rl.'•Vi-r(6-L)•::i-r9+Y
r
1141 if ^1-2L>r^ 10+L> OiX +U+?;i'i+WYi-U+Ui-V+V
1151 r(UU+VV) •E$Ar,vax(091-(E•'rf2f)12)+Bast E=t3if •Cf0 •Li^to +2
1161 V%E+Ci-U/E+D
1178 ots X ► Yitll 9 PELIP'(A98 ► 0 ► 2e ► 30 ► C#D)itt E-0ioto +2
1181 ofs U ► Vlcll 'PELIP'(A ► BsO9a ► 15 ► C9D)I2DIt -U#-V




f'^'^"4^°	 ^L`-+•..,,.^. -.,.- ^n,wsx-.,o,y:.r,r,-.,T..,_:.-..r.-.•^-.-^..A..r.m.^.,,.,,^.,a..q,^„^,'^T'..^,.•......-.yam,..,--. 	 .:	 ,.	 .,	 _	 ,,,•,,,^x.^..,_, ,
.,	








128s O TPSENS*Icll 'VSUB 1 (282o189 p 7)1cll 1ROT'(7r181#T)
121s cll 'ROT'(619181913)ic11 'VSUB'(1306913)icll 'CRSP9(13o7,10)
1221 ell 'VADD'(4s11994)1cll 'VADD'(1tb1)
1231 ell 'VADD'(1+S491)ic11 9VSUB1(1t27591)





1291 if Q/R<le-6i0+Vir(AA+88+CC-UU)/R+Wlvto +2
1301 (BX—AY)/QQ+V$(CR—UZ)/QR+W
1311 180/o+Q;QS+S;QT+TIQY+V;QW+W
1321 wrt 6.7#A$[3]rG$[1]PRPJ$[4]+S+J$(5]oTPJ$163 p UoR$[7]+VoA$[8]IWoAS[9]
1331 wrt 6
1341 "RIPCGN":for I = 1 to 61r(1+64)+rlinext 1
135: wrt 6.8rA$[2]+G$[3]prlgOS[1]tr2o0$[2] rr3r0$[3]9r490$[4]+r5r0$[5]9r6+0E[6]
P6: wrt 6






1431 wrt. 6.S}A$[1].GS[2 ]+r5oR$[1] rr6oPS[2Lr7+P$13]gCPRS [ 47PDPR. S[5]9rlgR$[6]
1441 wrt. 6.ErA$[1]+G$121+I9SS[I]rJoS$[21+KgS$[33PXgS$[4]+Yt$$[53+Z+S$[63
1451 wrt 6
1461 if obs(rN-T[1])1.0001ichain "%SNIT"+169
147: "AD'PANS"1T[2] ( 1-frc ( r74/T[ 2]))+Diif o bs( . D)<.000liT123-*D
1481 D+r74+Ei if T[ 1 ]-E<..0001iT[ 1 ]+EiE-r74+D
1491 ir-t ^. 9999?D%T[ 3 ])+l+T[ 5 ]i D/T[ 5 ]+T[ 4 ]
C-33
.
'. .. d er	 . ...	 _
PROP Cont.
1391 if T153a liif abs(Ttl]-T[4]-rT4)(.00011T(17-r74+Tt4]
1311 fxd 2idsp
 "%PROP T s 0 s'HM.S 0 (r74)icll 'RK4'(T(43)


























1 wl contains WIG or Wg






7 !A	 Contains	 or a
8 A upon return from
9 1A3 DERIVS
10
— — — — — — — — — — — —
11










^1 I I (orientation versor, MLD ECI with respect to
21 S M50 ECI).
22
23 R ft 20925722 - equatorial radius
24 u	 'ft3 sec-	14076469 x 109 - gravitational parameter
D-2
cr^
SS STATF VARTARI FC
REG. SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION/NOTES
25 SS local-vertical system
26 q q	 orientation versor, with respect
27 q5, to MLD ECI system.
28 q
29 q SS body orientation versor,
30 q q	 with respect to MLD ECI system.
31 q
32 q3
33 R ft SS CG distance from center of earth.
34 R ft sec-1 dR/dt
35 sec-1 SS Keplerian angular velocity magnitude.
36 w sec-1 SS body angular velocity with
37 sec-1	 j . Wg	 respect to inertial space,
38 ( sec-1 resolved onto SS body axes.
39 W lb SS gross weight (constant)
40 WPOML Ilb left OMS propellant consumption
41
WPOMR j1b !	 right
42 IWPRFX lb forward
!	 43 1 WPRLX I"	 aft left translation
44 JWPRRX 11b	 R aft right control RCS propellant	 f
4(	 5	 ;WPRFR alb forward cons umption
'	 46	 WP^R Ilb I aft left rotational
47	






DI CTATF VARTARI FS
REG.1 SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION/NOTES
50 q PL local vertical system
51 ql fqj;_	orientation versor, with
52 jq2 respect to MLD ECI system
53 jq3
54 qO PL body orientation versor,
55 q1 Zlb	 with respect to MLD ECI
56 q2 system.
57 q3
58 jr ft PL CG distance from center of earth.
59r ft sec-1 dr dt
60 w sec-1 PL Keplerian angular veolcity magnitude.
w sec
-1
PL bod 	 angular velocity with
6 _	 w sec-1
`
—1b	
respect to inertial space,
6 m sec
-1
resolved onto PL body axes.
64 w lb
PL gross weight
65 f1l+ lb ft se Integrals of control torque applied
67 A lb ft se in the positive direction about each
68 A3+ lb ft sei body axis.
I	 69 A1- lb ft se¢ Integrals of the control torgue magnitude
70 f'2- lb ft se applied in the negative direction about








REG. SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION/NOTES
75 Ka SS aero factor.
76 KM SS att maint flag (O:D, 1:IRH, 2:LVRH)
77 I' slug ft2
78 I' slug ft2 SS principal moments of inertia
79 I' slug ft2
80 q SS principal axes of inertia
81 q q	 orientation versor, with res ect
82 q2 to SS body axes.
83
q3
84 P1 ft Position of SS actual CG with
85 P2 ft
PN
B	 respect to nominal CG, in SS
86 P 3 ft body axes system.
87 q
88 q rq	 = q	 o q	 (not constant;
89 q value computed in 'DERIVS')
90 q
91 Ul
92	 I U2 UB (OMS thrust unit vector, in SS body axes system)
93 U31
l	 94i KiOMS OMS thrust flag (O:none, 1:L, 2:R, 3:L+R9	 )
95	 I K,Rr--r,( RCS thrust command flag	 0 1 2 .....
96 D




I	 sec SS DAP c cle time
D-5






REG. SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION/NOTES
100 k PL aero factor
101 k
AN
PL att maint flag (O:D, 1:IRH, 2:LVRH)
102 i' slug ft2
103 i' slug ft2 PL principal moments of inertia.
104 i' slug ft2
105 q0 PL principal axes of inertia
106 q l qb	 orientation versor, with respect
107 q2 to PL body axes.
108 q3
109 P ft Position of PL actual CG with
110 P ft pa	 respect to "nominal CG" (front face
111 P ft of cylinder), in PL body axes system.
112 q I +
113 q o	 (not constant;
114 qq value computed in 'DERIVS')
115 q
116 u
117 u l UT (PL thrust unit vector in PL body axes system.
118 u
119 ! kT PL thrust flag (o:no, Eyes)
120 d/2 ft PL radius
121 1 ft PL length
122 A ft2 7r d2/4
! 123 A, ft2 &
124 K Atmospheric density factor (ap plies to SS b PL
D-6
REG. SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION/NOTES
125 q sec-1
126 q sec-1 q
127 q sec-1
128 i3 sec1
129 q sec-1 qn e
130 q sec.1 –	 1q q q	 A
131 q sec 1 q A











135 n sec-2 U3 .^ o
136 w sec"
— — — — -- — — — —
i 137 sec-2 WB
138 w sec-2
139 W lb sec 1^ = 0.0
140 W 1b sec-11
141 ]-iP
M 1b sec-'_l
142	 I WPRFX 1 1b sec-'l
143	 l kRLX lb sec-1





















153 q sec 1
154 q sec-1 q
155 q sec 1 q	 q q	 a





















162 w sec 2 -:4b
163 sec-2
164 w lb sec-1
165 1 3,1 lb ft
166 2+ lb ft
167 R lb ft
168 lb ft
169 R 2- lb ft


































19S Used by RKUT to store data
i96 which must be preserved

















212 Used by'RKUT'to store data	 j
213 which must be preserved between





























237 Used by 'MW' to store data
238 which must be preserved between
























261 r	 Used by'RKUT'to store data
+
+ 262 which must be preserved bewteen






















REG-1 SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION/NOTES
275 P ft SS sensor position with
276 ! ft pNS respect to nominal CG, in
277 P3 ft
SS body axes system.
278 qO SS sensoc orientation
279 q q versor, with respect 
280 q2 to SS body axes.
281 q3
282 P1 ft PL target point position with respect
283 P ft t to "nominal CG", front fact of PL
284
23- ft cylinder), in PL body axes system.










USER-SUPPLIED INPUT DATA BASE
E-1
.,,.^-rr..,--.u^-•.r.-r.:.:^r-_'z*,^ .:4a:t^:+?'a.-p., ""q^'p'^°R^'T, ^...^ 	 9999..













2	 IXX.....09 ... 9 .......................... 	 887302.0000 SLUG-FTt2
	











7	 IXY..9 ... ..... ...... a .... .... ... ........
	 5622.0000 SLUG-FTt2
	
8	 CG STR .................................. 	 1095.3000 IN
	
9	 CG BL ... . ... 0 ...........................
	 0.3000 IN
	
10	 CG WL ...................................
	 377.4000 IN
	
11	 SENSOR STR ..............................
	 1095.3000 IN
	
12	 SENSOR BL ..... 999..: .................... 	 0.3000 IN
	
13	 SENSOR WL ............................... 	 377. 4000 IN
	
14 SENSOR AXES PITCH ....................... 	 0.0000 DEG
	
15 SENSOR AXES YAW ......................... 	 0.0000 DEG
	
16 SENSOR AYES ROLL ........................ 	 0.0000 DEG
	
17 DAP CYCLE ............................... 	 80.0000 MILLISEC
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4	 IZ2 ............... so......,.............
	6	 I ZX . • . . . .. . . . . . . ... • . . .... . . . . . . . , . . . . . .
	
7	 IXY ..... .. ....... .. ..... . ........ . ..... a
	8	 CG STA... ....................&..........
	
9	 CG BL ...................................
	
10	 CG WL ................ 0.8................
	
11	 TARGETPOINT STA .........................
12 TARGETPOINT BL ..........................
	






















fGRAPHICS DATA FILE	 $
	a' 	 ITEM	 DESCRIPTION
1 PLOT TYPE (NONE9RSBY9CPLV) ..............
2 PLOT UNITS PU (FToKFTPNMIPMPKM) ...... ...
	3	 PLOT SCALE .............................a
4 X PANEL WIDTH ...........................
SY PANEL WIDTH ...........................
	
6	 PANEL HEIGHT ............................
T X MAX....	 .................s Y MAX . . ... . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
	
9	 Z MAX.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... • . . . . . .. . . • . . .
	
10	 TIC INTERVAL ............................
	























1	 LAUNCH YEAR ............................. 1931
2	 LAUNCH MONTH (JAN9FE6iMARr.....rNOV g DEC) FES
3	 LAUNCH DAY .............................. 27
4	 LAUNCH GMT .............................. 1935.0000 HNFIM.SS
5	 INITIAL GET ............................. 1005.0000 HHMM.SS





















	7	 TRA .... 0 .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 ATT REF (SLY) ...........................
	
9	 PITCH ...................................





12 RATE REF (M58vSLV) .....................s
	
13	 XB RATE .............................0...
	
14	 YB RATE .................................
	






































































































F.1 FLIGHT PROFILE SED T
v
FLT PROFILE SEGMENT 20
ITEM DESCRIPTION	 VALUE




FLT SEGMENT LENGTH ......................
PRINT/PLOT	 INTERVAL .....................












RATE OPT	 (INCRrIRrLVR) ...............
1.0000
IR












10 SS ATT MAINT OPT (DoIRH#LVRH) ........ see IRH
11 SS XB	 DEADBAND .......................... 2.0000 DEG















OMS CMD	 (NONEtLtR•L+R) ...............
RCS CMD (NONE9+Xr —XP +Yo
 ... r+YAW#—YAW)
18 PL HERO	 FACTOR .......................... 1.0000
19 PL RATE OPT	 (INCR p lR9LVR) ............... IR





YB RATE OR	 INCR ......................





23 PL ATT MAINT OPT (DrIRHtLVRH) ....... .... IRH






6.1 DIGITAL OUTPUT DATA






























3617.3 $MR 0.00407 ECC 20.31 INC 279.22 RAN
	
187.5 NA	 149.0 HP	 20.46 INC 279.57 RAN
-21.13 PCH -57.40 YAM 90.13 ROL 4400 RX9
-114.70 PCH
	 0.00 YAM 180.00 ROL 0.000 RX9
161.70 PCH -12.72 YAW 07.06 ROL 0.000 RX9
-3.51 PCH -10.14 YAW
	 0.03 ROL -0.011 RX0
-325994 X -277410 Y -196164 2 -860.89 DX
	
413200 X	 -992 Y 225774 2 1273.34 OX
	
32454 X	 1011 Y 469739 Z	 101.36 DX
	
470860 R	 1.70 S	 86.05 T 1160.77 DR
	




62 RFX	 0 RLX	 0 RRX	 0 RAX
	
46 RFR	 30 RLR	 31 RRR	 61 RAR
	
108 RFT	 30 RLT	 31 RRT	 61 RAT
056.400 HHMM.SS
3617.3 SMA 0.00407 ECC 28.31 INC 279.22 RAN
	
187.5 HA	 149.8 HP	 26.46 INC 279.57 RAN
-21.13 PCH -37.48 YAW 98.13 ROL -0.000 RXB
	
-114.37 PCH	 0.00 YAM 180.00 ROL 0.000 RX9
161.70 PCH -12.72 YAW 87.86 ROL 0.000 RX9
	
-3.16 PCH -10.07 YAW	 0.03 ROL -0.011 RX0
-330744 X -281099 Y -198034 2 -1033.87 DX
	
420006 X	 -1849 Y 226314 Z
	 1452.11 DX
	
32821 X	 1868 Y 475968 2	 44.17 DX
	
477102 R	 3.26 S	 86.05 T	 1330.80 DR
	
173 +X	 205 +Y	 272 +Z	 173 -Y,
	
62 RFX	 0 RLX	 0 RRX	 0 PAX
	
46 RFR	 30 RLR	 31 RRR	 61 PAR
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